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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
19/30 Complete
Name
kirsty taiaroa

Address
7 nancy st

Where do you live?
takapau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
51-60

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
Yes

If yes, tell us which iwi you identify with
Ngati Kahungunu and Rangitane

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
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No

Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 3: Doing the minimum to meet current legal compliance, and remove wastewater discharges
from waterways. This option does not provide headroom for growth or for increasing government
environmental standards

General Feedback
Our rates money has not been used wisely to date, land owners and farmers can not afford this. Do
you want to see farmers off the land and replaced by pine forests to off set China's carbon foot
prints? Now councils are paying into 'Green' and 'carbon' costs to central government and
international groups/agendas.

General Feedback
these questions are geared toward public agreement to increase Rates and I will not agree to rates
increases at 70% over the next 10 years. Its criminal. Our rural communities will die and our farmers
replaced with Chinese owned Pine Forests

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

Questions for Ongaonga, Otāne, Takapau and Tikokino residents only. I live in
Takapau

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Drop off recycling centre
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General Feedback
I pay rates and still pay for my rubbish to be collected , because I have to buy rubbish bags at $2.20. I
do not consent to rate increases that have been proposed/expected. I do not want rates to go up so
that I can have a wheelie bin.

General Feedback
Again questions are being put in such a way that we have to agree to rate increases which I will not
do. If developers pay then they will get more say and as rate payers our voice does not get heard.

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
I wouldn't say my rates, of nearly $3000 a year, are 'artificially' low. I don't have free rubbish
collections or paths (not that I want paths). Again questions being put in such a way that we need to
agree with rate increases of 70% over 10 years and I do not agree.
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
21/30 Complete
Name
Charles M Nairn

Address
17 B Holyrood Tce, Waipukurau 4200

Where do you live?
Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
Yes

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
Yes

If yes, please provide your phone number

445
8585 301

Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 2: A 10-year plan to upgrade our Wastewater Plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This would result in larger rate increases in the early years of the Long Term Plan

General Feedback
This should be done as soon as possible

Funding replacement of our assets
Options 2: Fund essential renewals and upgrades through rates alone - resulting in significant rates
increases

General Feedback
Some debt could be involved, but we just have to get on and do it.

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION
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General Feedback
There are community benefits from growth, so some subsidy - say 20% - would be suitable.

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
The upgrade of the water services needs to be done as quickly as possible, but it should be funded
by those who use the services. To that end the water rates should be increased by 20% (not the 6%
currently proposed). The general rate should not fund the upgrade and so should not need the 20%
increase proposed. This further burdens the rural ratepayers who do not benefit.
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
19/30 Complete
Name
Murray Howarth

Address
93 Boyle Road

Where do you live?
93 Boyle Road

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
Yes

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
This is the priority project

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Drop off recycling centre

General Feedback
I would prefer the status quo but it seems the current recycling skips are being abused. I use both
Takapau and Onga sites and find them very convenient. If these have to be removed because of
abuse then I would prefer a supervised site at the Takapau Transfer station and Waipukurau Station.
A mobile service with meet times would be inconvenient.

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 2: Ratepayers subsidise developers for part of the cost of growth

General Feedback
Follow what other Councils are doing.
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Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
The upgrading of waste water infra structure should be priority over water supply. The present
supply facilities seem adequate in most months of the year. Moving to land based disposal is an
improvement and I have to ask have you done your homework properly. I assume that the waste
water is to be spread on farm land and the farmer is going to continue farming the area. Is that
farmer compliant with his N leaching allocation when he is farming with extra nutrients and water?
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
17/30 Complete
Name
Andrea Mooney

Address
2369 Takapau Rd, Waipukurau

Where do you live?
In Takapau Road

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
41-50

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION
Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes
Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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DEAN HYDE (JP)
4 SMITH STREET, WAIPUKURAU, CENTRAL HAWKES BAY 4200
AOTEAROA/NEW ZEALAND
MOBILE TELEPHONE: 027 2886748
EMAIL: dean-nph@hotmail.com
30th of March 2021
Attn: Central Hawkes Bay District Council
WAIPAWA
Via Email: facingthefacts@chbdc.govt.nz
Your Worship the Mayor and Councillors
Long Term Plan 2021
Firstly, thank you for the opportunity to submit on the Long Term Plan for 2021-2031.
Accordingly, I would respectfully submit the following.
Honest Leadership
I wish to acknowledge Council’s honest approach with firstly looking at the true state of our
communities infrastructure and for secondly, having the integrity to present the truth to us all
along with a robust plan for addressing the situation.
The reality is that due to historical underinvestment by previous administrations, our
community’s wellbeing has been compromised and I wish to add my voice to those of my
fellow citizens in condemning in the strongest terms past leaders who have clearly failed us all.
To Messrs Tim Gilbertson, Hugh Hamilton and Peter Butler I can only speculate as to why
wilful inaction is clearly the hallmark of their time in office. At worst it is negligence on a
mammoth scale at the very least gross incompetence.
I therefore encourage Council to be brave and progressive, the alternative is failure.
Wastewater Upgrades (Option One):
I support what is proposed in the Plan and would like to specifically comment on the following:
- The provision of a single treatment plant for the communities of Otane, Waipawa and
Waipukurau makes so much sense.
- Irrigation onto land of treated wastewater is a far more intelligent use of this precious
resource rather than discharging into waterways.
Funding Asset Replacement (Option One):
I support what is proposed in the Plan and would like to specifically comment on the following:
- The proposed method of debt funding in part will enable our community to replace and
upgrade failing infrastructure in a timely manner.
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-

Whilst the focus is primarily and understandably on service infrastructure, this should
not occur in isolation to or at the expense of social or cultural infrastructure, for example
our green spaces, libraries and community services.
The practice of debt funding is about intergenerational equity, it acknowledges the fact
that the benefits of and commitment too lifting our communities wellbeing transcends
a single generation. It is also the most effective way of funding works within the current
economic framework.

Waste Free Central Hawkes Bay (Option One):
I support what is proposed in the Plan and would like to specifically comment on the following:
- The proposals to improve kerbside recycling in respect to both the three crate option
and extending the service to Takapau, Otane, Ongaonga and Tikokino are particularly
noteworthy.
- I am however not convinced that the provision of wheelie bins for refuse collection will
encourage waste reduction and therefore diminish what goes to landfill. Therefore I
oppose the potential change from the current Council Rubbish Bag system.
- The establishment of a food and green waste service backed by a local processing plant
is to be applauded, however I must stress that such a service and facility must be held
in Council ownership on behalf of our community, and I would actively oppose
contracting out.
How do we pay for growth (Option One):
I support what is proposed in the Plan and would like to specifically comment on the following:
- Developers must pay for the full cost of their projects, they are a commercial entity and
such developments are profit driven; as such ratepayer subsidisation is not justifiable.
- There should also be provision for Developers making contributions towards the
establishment of public green spaces, either financially or by allocating physical land.
- The provision of public green space should go hand in hand with more intensive tree
planting on Council land and see the establishment of a street planting programme, both
for the purpose of beautification and environmental enhancement.
In conclusion I would like to make the point that given the history of environmental degradation
(water quality, loss of vegetation, weather changes and the like), Council must be focused on
enhancing our environment for the betterment of all. This is a long term positive psychological
shift away from the ignorant mentality of the past.
Thank you once again for this opportunity.
Yours sincerely

DEAN HYDE
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487
Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
17/30 Complete
Name
Tracy and Andrew Gay

Address
3420 Pourerere road RD1 Waipawa 4271

Where do you live?
Pourerere Beach

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
Yes

What age range are you in?
51-60

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 2: A 10-year plan to upgrade our Wastewater Plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This would result in larger rate increases in the early years of the Long Term Plan

General Feedback
Look after our waterways quickly please I want to be able to let my grandchildren to swim and catch
trout down stream from Waipawa ASAP

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

General Feedback
It is called maintenance which should be done regularly

General Feedback
We would love to have recycling at Pourerere Beach year round if that would work please

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
Keep doing what you do best but please get it right first time Thank you

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes
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Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

As a permanent resident at Pourerere beach I am passionate about my district. We enjoy seeing
people coming out and freedom camping and most leave it the way they found it but unfortunately
some do not. I believe we need less camping sites and more day parking during peak season with
less people/gear crammed on to a site which looks like it could be a fire hazard. Maybe self
contained campers could be more at the entrance end (sites 1 to 4 ) away from the toilet block, as a
lot are older persons and can access the beach easier and dont need portaloos. I do believe campers
could at least pay a little more for their stay as we all do when we go away and not stay as long as
they do. I have applied for a grant through biodiversity to plant more, replace ropes and fix up
fences as where people do not walk, our plants are flourishing . Fingers crossed this happens and we
can keep beautifying Pourerere. Andrew and I also have installed (at our cost) a "Iron Maiden" at
the entrance and although slow we are getting donations BUT I do need a sign like Kairakau please.
We will use this for our defib maintenance and plants Thankyou Yours sincerely Tracy Gay
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Submission to the Central Hawke's Bay District Council Long Term Plan
2021 - 2031
_____________________________________________
30 March 2021
Biodiversity Hawke’s Bay acknowledges and appreciates the support from Central
Hawke’s Bay District Council since our establishment. We have reviewed your
current draft Long Term Plan and supporting documentation and are pleased that
climate change and its impacts have influenced the Long Term Plan and that this
has been accounted for across relevant activities. Together with your
Environmental and Sustainability Strategy 2019-2023, it is good to see that
biodiversity and environmental factors are key considerations in your planned
activities even with many other competing demands on your resources.
Given the focus on the environment, Biodiversity Hawke’s Bay would like to see
specific reference to the National Policy Statement for Indigenous Biodiversity
(NPSIB) in the document. We appreciate the NPSIB has not yet been formally
adopted but expect that it will be adopted and delivered during 2021. As you will be
aware, as drafted this NPSIB will place additional obligations onto territorial
authorities and specific reference to that in the Long Term Plan will indicate to the
residents of Central Hawke’s Bay that biodiversity is a significant issue.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your draft plan. Biodiversity
Hawke’s Bay looks forward to working with you in the future as we continue our
work to achieve the objectives of the Hawke’s Bay Biodiversity Strategy 2015-2050
and associated Action Plan.
We welcome the opportunity to discuss our submission with you.

Debbie Monahan
General Manager
gm@biodiversityhb.nz
021 891 620

Biodiversity Hawke’s Bay │PO Box 246, Napier 4140

www.biodiversityhb.org
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Submission to the Central Hawkes Bay District Council (CHBDC) on the LongTerm Plan (LTP) 2021-2031
From: Louise Phillips
Email: louisephillips799@gmail.com
I would like to speak to this submission (available Mondays, Tuesdays, or Wednesdays only)
I congratulate the CHBDC on taking the bold step to commit to wastewater upgrades despite the
unpopularity of rate increases. These infrastructure issues cannot be ignored for the sake of
political expediency, which passes on the cost to future generations.
Any upgrades must ensure that the health of our waterways is paramount, therefore I would prefer
option 2 (A 10-year plan)
Creating a waste Free CHB
I understand the issues relating to contamination of the recycling drop off points, but believe the
option of removing these and extending the collection of recycling to Ongaonga, Tikokino,
Takapau, and Otane residents, has not been well thought through, and have not taken into account
a range of possible unintended consequences.
Having recycling picked up will not necessarily stop contamination of bins, particularly wheelie
bins. Removal of recycling drop off points to the main towns penalises rural citizens, and may
encourage them to dig a hole in their back paddocks for rubbish.
I don’t believe that the proposals as they stand will lead us along the path to a waste free CHB, and
much more work needs to be done in this space.
Currently I see a huge amount of misinformation on social media about recycling, landfill etc, I
realise that CHBDC is trying to rectify this misinformation with the proposed tours of the landfill,
public meetings on the LTP, and Composting workshops. These are only reaching a small
proportion of the population, and those already with a strong motivation to make changes. I believe
change needs to come from the community for the community rather than from council imposing a
few options on us.
So how do we get public buy in to a waste Free CHB. Below are just a few possible suggestions. I
feel confident that with community input we can come up with many more ideas and solutions.
Set up or revitalise the reference group. I believe a group (less than 10) of people whom live and
work in our community can form creative and practical options, and can find ways to share those
with the population.
A discussion document just on waste Free CHB could be put to the public, community groups, and
businesses (potentially including schools).in the form of open-ended questions which rather than
suggest a limited range of options describes the issue and asks for solutions. This could be put
together with input from the reference group.
We need to find ways to incentivise and reward those that are trying to do the right thing re
recycling and reducing waste, especially as penalties do not seem to work, or are difficult to
administer. This includes businesses, schools, community groups and individuals.
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Reducing our waste needs to be seen to be something we can aspire to, and can see the results of
our hard work.
Some potential initiatives:
• A base rating system for rubbish and recycling collection, could include green waste
(eventually 3 separate containers) but then a tag or barcode that has to be purchased for
containers to be picked up. Thus, there is an incentive not to fill containers every week.
These could also be connected to either a rebate system or vouchers to reward those who
reduce waste.
• Celebrate rubbish reduction. It is easy to put rubbish in landfill and then forget about it when
there is not a visual reminder. Is there a public space where a large graphic could be
displayed that shows proportion of waste to landfill that we could see over time reducing
(hopefully)?
• A waste free day/ or week. Let’s celebrate our efforts, Awards for waste reduction effort
(Schools, businesses, community groups) Fashion parade made from waste. Workshops,
including art and crafts that upcycle, could also include a “Repair café”
• Videos: Presently composting workshops reach only a few. Children are often the best
teachers; a series of short videos could be produced where children are the presenters/
interviewers (maybe the college has some budding film makers) These would then be put
up on website/ shared so that everyone has access. (need to be short, maximum
15minutes each. Topics to include: Composting, How the landfill works, where does our
recycling go, A day in the life of a rubbish truck/ sorter/ rubbish collector.
We need to get some pride back, know that each and everyone of us can make a difference, that a
tidy community is good for the well being of us all. If we all do our bit eventually, we can also save
money that can also be the best incentive for some.
I would also strongly urge CHBDC to continue pushing Central Government to phase out single
use plastics, and increase product stewardship, so that the producers of packaging are
responsible for the disposal.
Otaia/ Tukituki reserve
Central Hawkes Bay Forest and bird currently contribute significant volunteer hours to maintain the
reserve. Our current active members are aging, and we have some concerns that there maybe a
time when maintenance of this beautiful bush may get beyond our ability. I would like CHBDC to
flag this issue as part of the LTP that in the next 5-10 years it maybe necessary for an increased
grant / or support in grant applications, to pay for other help.
Currently the carpark at Otaia is unsightly, is often used by young people doing wheelies in their
cars, and definitely does not demonstrate a proud and thriving district. I acknowledge that this area
technically belongs to regional council, but attempts to get anything done has led nowhere. I would
like CHBDC to strongly advocate to Regional council in this regard. I look forward to being able to
proudly direct visitors to Otaia knowing that they will be met with a beautiful and inviting entrance
to something pretty special.
Thank you for your consideration
Louise Phillips
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Executive summary
Wellbeing is more important than ever with the COVID-19 pandemic and the highly uncertain
economic outlook both having an impact all aspects of our lives. We know if we can raise the
physical activity levels of New Zealanders it will lead to better health and social outcomes .
Sport NZ acknowledges the challenges faced by your Council in providing community services
through its parks, open spaces and community facilities, many of which you acknowledge are
aging and no longer fit for purpose as a result of under investment in renewals, as a means to
artificially keep rates low.
We support the option for debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and
upgrades including investment required for play, active recreation, and sporting assets.
Central Hawke’s Bay’s population is growing, a positive situation, but one that requires the
need to respond effectively. By the end of this Long-Term Plan you project that numbers of
people in the District will be up from the current 14,000 to over 18,000.
Sport NZ supports the Councils view that those driving and benefiting pay for the services
required to support that growth. That is, development contributions reflect the cost of any
developments enabling appropriate provision of additional open spaces and play
opportunities for a growing community.
Play is a vital component of our strategy at Sport NZ with research showing that play has
many benefits for children, families, and the wider community. We support the proposed
renewal of playgrounds and amenities that support the use of open spaces , but believe this
may be an opportunity to rationalise the number of overall assets to provide an enhanced
level of service and more affordable maintenance and renewals programme.
Sport NZ supports your Councils stated desire for a greater focus and investment in its
community facilities over the period of the Long-Term Plan. We welcome the opportunity
support the completion of a Community Facilities Strategy for the District.
We understand that sometimes trading off and prioritising investment in core infrastructure
such as the three waters over need for community facilities can be defendable, however, like
not investing in renewals, slowing down, reducing scope or not proceeding with much needed
projects creates on-going barriers to participation in physical activity, community
connections and cohesions and overall a sense pf place.

About Sport New Zealand
Sport New Zealand (Sport NZ) is the crown agency responsible for contributing to the
wellbeing of everybody in Aotearoa New Zealand by leading an enriching and inspiring play,
active recreation, and sport system.
Sport NZ’s vision is simple - to get Every Body Active in Aotearoa New Zealand.
Sport NZ remain committed to making progress towards our primary goal of ensuring more
tamariki and rangatahi (aged 5 – 18) have access to quality physical activity options.
We see Councils playing a key role in helping us recognise this vision.
Our role as kaitiaki of the system focusses on lifting the physical activity levels of all those
living within Aotearoa. In doing this, we believe we will have the greatest possible impact on
wellbeing. We achieve our outcomes by aligning our investment through partnerships, funds
and programmes to our strategic priorities set out in four-year strategic plans.
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We observe that the best results come from locally led initiatives - those governed, managed
and delivered by local communities to meet local needs. True collaboration at a community
level brings additional benefits such as connections, capability, and vitality.
Working together towards a collective goal will allow us the greatest possible impact on
wellbeing for all New Zealanders.

The impact of COVID-19 on the play, active recreation and sport sector
COVID-19 placed significant pressure on Aotearoa New Zealand’s play, active recreation and
sport system. We know of the challenges now facing many communities to rebuild, as well as
the opportunities to strengthen and adapt the system, and to re-imagine different and better.
The pandemic has exacerbated inequalities within our populations and Sport NZ is working
with regional sports trusts, councils, and other local stakeholders to find local solutions to
help address these inequities across the system.
Through our insights, we know the COVID-19 lockdowns had unequal impacts on participation,
putting some population groups at even more risk regarding their physical and mental
wellbeing. Analysis of media commentary also identified concerns about r eturning to
previous activities in shared public spaces due to safety.
Sector organisations which play a key role in allowing New Zealanders to be active were also
impacted by COVID-19. These impacts include lost revenue, cash flow difficulties, reduced
capacity and change of membership. All these things have hit the sector hard and will have
ongoing challenges as we work to strengthen and adapt into the future.

The importance of councils to our approach
Councils play a key role in our focus on young people. They are an important partner for our
regional sports trusts, in whom we are a significant investor and partner – and who are the
regional champions of our strategy to grow participation.
One our key area of work with councils – and the primary way your Long-Term Plan can help
grow participation remains the planning for investment and operation of the facilities and
open spaces which enables play, active recreation and sport to take place and provide
positive experiences.
Sport NZ has worked with a number of stakeholders to develop Local Board, District, City,
Regional and National Spaces and Places (Facilities) Plans to ensure their prioritisation of
sport and recreation facilities aligns with both current and future needs, and that they are run
in way which optimises community benefit.
Councils are an important partner for regional sports trusts, who we invest in significantly
and are the regional champions of our strategic vision. The primary ways we see the Central
Hawkes Bay Long Term Plan helping to drive physical activity and wellbeing outcomes is
through:
-

the planning, funding and operation of community facilities and open spaces which
enable play, active recreation and sport

-

sustained support for spaces, places, and initiatives to encourage more people to be
more active
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We are encouraged that your Council over the period of the long-term plan wishes to increase
its attention and focus on investment in community facilities including its halls, pools and
open spaces following the completion of a Community Facilities Strategy for the District.
At Sport NZ, we know the best results come from locally led initiatives - those governed,
managed and delivered by local communities to meet local needs. True collaboration at a
community level brings additional benefits such as connections, capability, and vitality.
Sport NZ looks forward to supporting the completion of this Strategy through its regional
sports trust partner, Sport Hawkes Bay.

Investment in community – Play, Active Recreation and Sport and facilities
Sport NZ acknowledges the challenges faced by Council in providing community facilities
network of open spaces (parks and reserves), 26 community facilities and assets, many of
which are aging and require significant renewal investment.
Council is proposing an approach which may see it trading off and prioritising investment in
core infrastructure over identified needs for community facilities provision. We believe not
sustaining investment, slowing down, reducing scope, or not proceeding with much needed
projects will be detrimental in the long term with the lag investment never being able to be
recovered. Such an approach will likely result in on-going barriers to participation in physical
activity, community connections and cohesions and overall a sense of place for the District
and a desirable destination for families to live, work and play.
We make this submission based on the need for providing additional investment through debt
funding in the short-term as it is considering for funding core infrastructure.
Sport NZ has the view that in tough fiscal times it’s important to maintain and improve what
we have before considering building new. In that regard we support the need for making safe
and more accessible through earthquake strengthening, existing assets including the
Waipukurau Hall, Central Lines Swimming Pool providing future capacity to meet the demand
of Learn to Swim there and also future family activity space at Waipawa Pool.
Play is vital for New Zealand's children and young people. Research shows that play has many
benefits for children, families, and the wider community. It has been taken for granted that
play will always be a part of New Zealand childhoods. However, levels of play are in decline
due to shifting cultural values, increasingly sedentary behaviours, family circumstances, and
fears about children’s safety.
We commend Council wanting to upgrade its network of playgrounds and urge you to take this
opportunity to consult widely on future community needs for play activity which may lead to
avoiding duplication of effort and rationalisation of provision. This approach may provide the
opportunity for better quality experience and longer-term sustainability. Responding to those
areas currently with a deficit of provision should be given priority.
Central Hawke’s Bay’s population is growing, a positive situation, but one that requires the
need to respond effectively. By the end of this Long-Term Plan you project that numbers of
people in the District will be up from the current 14,000 to over 18,000 .
Sport NZ supports the Councils view that those driving and benefiting pay for the services
required to support that growth. That is, development contributions reflect the cost of any
developments enabling appropriate provision of additional open spaces and play
opportunities for a growing community.
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Walkways and cycle trails have proven to be not only a fantastic way to explore the District,
but they also enhance local communities, create jobs, promote health and recreation, and
fostering conservation projects.
Sport NZ supports inclusion of funding proposed for a cycling strategy to respond to District
growth and providing improved access to the Tukituki trails and other walkways and
cycleways that connect the district.
We also support the need to further develop Russell Park making it more accessible with
amenities and changerooms that are fit for purpose.
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
16/30 Complete
Name
James Leigh

Address
100 Racecourse Road

Where do you live?
Waipawa

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
41-50

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
18/30 Complete
Name
Benita

Address
1 Ellison Street Otane

Where do you live?
Otane

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
Yes

What age range are you in?
41-50

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
Yes

If yes, tell us which iwi you identify with
Ngati Kahungunu

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
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No

Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Questions for Ongaonga, Otāne, Takapau and Tikokino residents only. I live in
Otāne

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Drop off recycling centre

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes
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Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
It sucks but it has to be done
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Sustainable Ewe
Recycling and Waste Submission
2021
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Before writing this submission I have looked at 26 councils around New Zealand.
Below is a compilation of the most efficient systems with the largest community
participation. I am not reinventing the wheel, I am just borrowing them from others.

😃

Rubbish
I strongly agree with the wheelie
bin option, this reduces the
instances of animals tearing into
bags and is overall a more
sustainable option. However as
per the current council rubbish
bag system the bins should be a
‘pay per empty’ system using tags.
These are paper tags attached to the handle of the bin when put out for collection
and removed by the collector as the bin is emptied.
There are (aside from the cost of bins) no change in rates for the waste. So as not
to disadvantage elderly or small households. I suggest offering two bin sizes:
● 80l for smaller households (the equivalent of 1.3 rubbish bags), With a green
tag purchased for (as an example) $2.60
● 120l (2 rubbish bags) With a yellow tag $3.80
Bins should be clearly labeled to educate users on the sort of
waste that should NOT go in the bin: I.e green waste.
Education around what should go to our landfill, and an
explanation of the new system ‘It’s exactly the same, but better!’
Is of paramount importance.
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Recycling
Of the 26 councils I reviewed 57.9% are using a bin for ‘co-mingle’ and a crate for
glass. This is a system that works well as there is no loss from the bin on a windy
day AND as the bin is larger that means MORE RECYCLING.

Of utmost importance is that the bin is CLEARLY
LABELED, including what number plastics are
accepted to avoid confusion. AND that the
recycling must be CLEAN. We need to get that
message across that one dirty milk bottle or
rancid cat food can not only contaminate that bin,
but if it makes it onto the truck - all the bins!
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There is an argument that bins will lead to more contamination, however we need
to look no further than Christchurch (who use a bin system):

89% RECYCLED!!!
So how have other councils achieved this? Using a carrot and a stick!
THE STICK:
Spot checks - three strikes and you are out (for THREE months. This is being done
in Ashburton, New Plymouth, Christchurch) - Which means they would need to
PAY for their recycling to go in the rubbish and be removed, or travel to a recycling
station.
THE CARROT:
GOLD STARS - as per Christchurch ‘Bin Good’ System - if bins are found to be
properly recycled they get a gold star.
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Recycling Drop Off Centers
Under the Building Act 2004 out current recycling drop off centers are non
compliant and must change IMMEDIATELY:
118
Access and facilities for persons with disabilities to and within
buildings
(1)
If provision is being made for the construction or alteration of any
building to which members of the public are to be admitted, whether for free
or on payment of a charge, reasonable and adequate provision by way of
access, parking provisions, and sanitary facilities must be made for persons
with disabilities who may be expected to—
(a)

visit or work in that building; and

(b)

carry out normal activities and processes in that building.

(2)
This section applies, but is not limited, to buildings that are intended
to be used for, or associated with, 1 or more of the purposes specified in
Schedule 2.
Schedule 2
Buildings in respect of which requirement for provision of access and
facilities for persons with disabilities applies
The buildings in respect of which the requirement for the provision of access
and facilities for persons with disabilities apply are, without limitation, as
follows:
(g)

central, regional, and local government offices

As well, for our rural people who maybe bring their recycling in once a month - the
tiny slots are not adequate. It can take a very long time to get your recycling done.
Consideration could be given to a crate system for those recycling in bulk.
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Glass Recycling
Taupo District Council received a grant from the Glass Packaging Forum. This
includes receptacles for beer and wine bottle tops, a covered area, and larger
capacity.

This has greatly improved their glass recycling and community buy-in, thus
increasing the amount of glass recycled.

Broken Record Time
I say it every year, and here I go again:

Bring Back our ‘Dump Shop’
The old ‘Gold Coin Donation Shop’ at Waipukurau Transfer Station was an absolute
gem! Not only did it stop things going to landfill, it was a treasure trove. Time and
again I have heard: “We want our shop back” or “I saw someone throwing out a
perfectly good [insert random object name here], I almost jumped into the pit after
it”.
We need that shop back!

Mulching and Greenwaste provisions
The resource sustainability around our current greenwaste and mulching is a
favourite bug-bear. There has to be a way that this could be done within CHB.
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...and finally…
Education and Communication
There has been up until recently a breakdown in communications between CHBDC
and the rate payers. I acknowledge, and would like to thank the council as this has
now been remedied. However we still have a lot of work to do. Getting the
message out to ratepayers in a timely manner with some reasoning behind changes
made would be excellent as well as continuing to educate the public around the
service.
● Make it clear that the rates are FOR THE SERVICE and LANDFILL COLLECTION is a separate entity - the more that is recycled the less it will
cost the ratepaper.
● Make it clear that recycling needs to be clean, and what can be put in the
recycling. And what happens when it is not.
● Make it clear that recycling does not ‘just go to the tip’ but where it goes and
what happens to it next.
We have seen from examples such as Christchurch and New Plymouth THIS DOES
WORK!

Thank you
Neen Kennedy and Sustainable Ewe
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
20/30 Complete
Name
Nicole Ellison

Address
1137 Paget Road, R D 2, Takapau

Where do you live?
Rural Takapau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
Yes

What age range are you in?
51-60

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 2: A 10-year plan to upgrade our Wastewater Plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This would result in larger rate increases in the early years of the Long Term Plan

General Feedback
* Removing wastewater discharges from our waterways must be a priority and 15 years is just too
long

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

Questions for Ongaonga, Otāne, Takapau and Tikokino residents only. I live in
Takapau

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

General Feedback
* I live in rural Takapau, so guess there won't be a kerbside collection service for us, so hope we can
still recycle at the Waipukurau transfer station or other, convenient arrangements will be made *
Recycling should be sorted kerbside by contractors to reduce contamination - it takes longer, but
given the costs of contaminated recycling being diverted to landfill it may not be more expensive in
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the long run until we can get people better educated and engaged - both young and old * A "shop"
at the transfer station would be a great way to redirect other people's rubbish from landfill - CReW
in Whakatane is a great example of what can be achieved when Council has the will to make it
happen * There needs to be an education and engagement process to inform and encourage good
behaviour - you think you're doing it right, until you find out you're doing it wrong!!

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
No

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
The Plan is a great start to dealing with issues the District is facing. However, whilst considering
crumbling infrastructure, I think Council should also look at roading, otherwise before we know it
our roads will be falling apart and another huge investment (and corresponding increase in rates)
will be needed. In addition, I suspect huge savings could be made if we could get the roading
contractors working more efficiently and effectively, not just creating more work for themselves. We
live on a gravel road and almost zero preventative maintenance is done and the grader job is
generally very poor and quite frankly often leaves the road in a dangerous condition, with loose
pockets of gravel and debris, plus increased camber making motorists seek the centre of the road
and it is only luck that there hasn't been a serious accident. We regularly have the roading
contactors driving our road (with up to 4 vehicles a day during lockdown), but little gets done, even
when complaints are made. I would note the following, to name just a few examples of poor service
and value to Council: * they regularly drive the road and apparently note any issues, but little seems
to get done - we have had orange netting across a couple of washouts for probably 3 years now and
these are only getting worse * they don't stop to unblock a culvert or seemingly even report the
blocked culvert, so someone else can come out and deal with it * whilst clearing a slip the drainage
channel was damaged, but nothing has been done to repair this and will become a costly repair once
it and the road starts to be undermined * when the drainage channels are cleared (usually when we
complain), the debris is dumped above the channel, only to fill it up again next time it rains * there is
one particular place where water is constantly flowing across the road and despite repeated
complaints this has not been fixed in the nearly 6 years I've lived here - during our next cold Winter
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this will freeze and the outcome for the driver who hits the ice doesn't bear thinking about * we
have a different person to check the sealed and unsealed parts of the road - REALLY!! WHY?? Just
seems wasteful, although I guess Council is paying the mileage * the verges are mown seemingly on
a fixed schedule, whether or not there has been any grass growth * money seems to be wasted
annually re-sealing quiet roads that don't require it, just to use up the budget before the end of the
year, and then when a re-seal is required the process takes days, with ridiculous numbers of workers
and vehicles coming and going, and the re-seal starts falling apart almost as soon as the sweeper has
been * Central Government needs to support local Councils finding solutions to the damage being
done to our minor roads by regular heavy traffic, such as Fonterra and logging trucks, which seem to
contribute very little to repairing the damage caused whilst making a profit for private individuals
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
22/30 Complete
Name
Marti Eller Gillian Eller Mark Eller

Address
37 Fairview Crescent Wellington

Where do you live?
Wellington

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
This is really important work, but we’d rather it is spread across a longer time period, and done right,
than rushed.

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

General Feedback
Debt funding will ensure the costs are spread across future users. The debt ratio for CHB is not
extreme. But the previous underfunding was extreme!

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Drop off recycling centre
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General Feedback
We live at the beach and typically sort our own recycling into three and take to transfer station.
Happy with this arrangement. Ok to have penalties for bad recycling!

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
We have no issues if this policy slows growth in numbers

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
See above comments under debt
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
21/30 Complete
Name
Clint Deckard

Address
184 Tukituki Road

Where do you live?
Ashley Clinton

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
Yes

What age range are you in?
51-60

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
Yes

If yes, please provide your phone number
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Neutral
021 2075004

Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 2: A 10-year plan to upgrade our Wastewater Plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This would result in larger rate increases in the early years of the Long Term Plan

General Feedback
Getting human waste from our rivers and streams should be a priority. The relatively small extra cost
to achieve this could be covered in a variety of ways to ensure the financial burden was minimised
for affected ratepayers. Our waterways are in a degraded state and it is past time that meaningful
improvements were made. 15 years is just too long to wait. The challenges faced by the district’s
wastewater should be an opportunity to ‘reset’ how we deal with wastewater and stormwater.
Council should be embracing alternative methods to deal with waste. Composting toilets, separating
grey water from sewerage and alternative treatment systems should be explored and encouraged as
a way to reduce the load on the wastewater treatment system.

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

General Feedback
Given that sufficient funds have not been set aside for asset replacement by previous councils, this
option seems most palatable. Although this option carries more risk it makes sense to spread the
cost of infrastructure, as far as possible, over the life of the asset.

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)
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I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

General Feedback
It is hard to see a consistent, planned approach here. On the one hand we have ambitious targets set
to reduce waste to landfill and increase kerbside recycling but on the other hand Council are
proposing measures that are likely to increase waste to landfill and reduce recycling rates. The
introduction of a wheelie bin, regardless of size, will almost certainly increase the amount of waste
to landfill compared to rubbish bags. The removal of the drop-off centres will lead to more
recyclable material ending up with refuse, either in landfill or ‘in the hole’ if you live rurally. Surely
Council should not be putting barriers to recycling in the way.

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 2: Ratepayers subsidise developers for part of the cost of growth

General Feedback
As a region and a country we have a massive problem of housing availability and cost, placing
obstacles in the way of developing new houses seems counter intuitive. I suspect the same kneejerk
reaction from ratepayers that landed the district in the current problematic situation is the same
thought process that provides the feedback to ‘make the developer pay’. The language used with
this challenge seems to have been carefully chosen to produce an ‘us and them’ scenario with the
property developer cast as the villains. “we clearly heard that the cost of development should be
borne by those creating the cost”; “ratepayers subsidise developers” -examples of emotive language
designed to elicit a particular response used within the consultation documents. Pretty poor show.

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
19/30 Complete
Name
Karen Olsen-Mills

Address
114B Mt Herbert Road

Where do you live?
Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
51-60

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

General Feedback
Negative
Turn the green waste into compost, I would be happy to purchase in exchange for a reduced rate to
dump my green waste

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
If developers want to build then they should fund their own costs because they will be making plenty
of money. User pays.
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Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
Maybe all these job's within council that are being created aren't all necessary and should seriously
be considered. As a rate payer seeing many job's advertised for the council I'm starting to wonder
how everyone fits into the building. Also how much is going to be spent upgrading the building
which is to become the new library, is this one earthquake proof or will that be another waste of
rate payers money.
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
17/30 Complete
Name
Alice Bellamy

Address
40 Tavistock Road Waipukurau

Where do you live?
Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
Yes

What age range are you in?
31-40

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
I’m seriously concerned for my household at the prospect of having these rates increases when we
are having significant financial difficulties already and I’m deeply concerned this is just going to make
matters worse for us and other families like us.
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
19/30 Complete
Name
Lathan Wroe

Address
30 Kenilworth Street

Where do you live?
Waipawa

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
41-50

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

General Feedback
A wheelie bin is a bulky annoying item in my opinion. I use the recycling containers at transfer
station

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
This should have been happening a long time ago
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Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
Rates artificially low is misleading. True they were stagnant even 15yrs ago but they've shot up
exponentially since. They are a huge budgeting cost and a major financial burden. The proposed
increases are horrendous
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March 2021
Submission on Central Hawke’s Bay
Long Term Plan 2021-2031
Emailed to: facingthefacts@chbdc.govt.nz
From:
Clint Deckard (CHB branch chair),
Tom Kay (Regional Conservation Manager, Eastern North Island)
CentralHawkesBay.Branch@forestandbird.org.nz
t.kay@forestandbird.org.nz
T. Kay: 022 183 2729
Introduction
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Forest & Bird wish to be heard in support of this submission.
This submission is made to Central Hawke’s Bay (CHB) District Council on behalf of
the national office and the local branch of the Royal Forest and Bird Protection
Society New Zealand Incorporated. Forest & Bird is New Zealand’s leading
independent conservation organisation, which has since 1923 played an important role
in preserving New Zealand’s environment and native species.
Before people arrived in Aotearoa New Zealand, 80% of the land was covered in
dense forest1. Now only 24% remains. It’s the same for wetlands, with over 90%
degraded or lost; vertebrate species, with 79% threatened with or at risk of
extinction2; freshwater fish, with 76% threatened with or at risk of extinction; and our
rivers, with 95–99% of river length in urban, pastoral, and exotic forest areas
exceeding water quality guidelines3. We are losing the things we value so much, the
ecosystem that protect and sustain us, and that we are inherently connected to.
When nature thrives, our communities thrive. Healthy native forests, wetlands, and
rivers sequester carbon, provide habitat for native species, filter freshwater, and
protect us from floods and droughts. We’re also inherently connected to nature, and
numerous studies4 show that when we connect with nature, we’re happier and
healthier.
Nature has been pushed to breaking point by human activity, climate change,
introduced pests, pollution, and deforestation.

1

https://www.doc.govt.nz/nature/habitats/forests/
https://www.stats.govt.nz/indicators/conservation-status-of-indigenous-land-species
3
https://www.mfe.govt.nz/sites/default/files/media/Environmental%20reporting/our-freshwater-2020summary.pdf
4
https://www.stuff.co.nz/environment/300132370/environmental-historian-says-new-zealand-cities-needmore-nature-in-new-book
2

1
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6.

But it doesn’t have to be like this. It’s not long ago that nature thrived in Aotearoa New
Zealand. We need to bring back nature. And we don’t have to look back far to know what
that could be like.

7.

CHBDC has made many commitments to the community on protecting and restoring nature,
on minimising our contribution to and effects of climate change, and enhancing community
wellbeing. It has a strong mandate to follow through with those commitments in this long
term planning round.

8.

Central Hawkes Bay certainly has a number of challenges facing it many more than
the four identified in the Facing the Facts campaign.

Challenge #1: Wastewater Infrastructure
9.

It is no longer, if it ever was, acceptable to dispose of human waste in waterways.
This seemingly small shift in expectations requires a large change in practice. That the
previous iteration of the wastewater treatment plants were never going to meet
consent requirements demands that a new approach be taken.

10.

Discharging waste water, no matter how treated, into waterways is not acceptable.

11.

We prefer Option 2.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.
18.

The relatively small increase in per user cost ensures wastewater is removed from our
waterways sooner.
Other ways to fund the small differential could be found e.g. non-connected users
could contribute for a fixed period of time.
Further, whilst we applaud the suggested requirement for rain water collection tanks
on new urban houses, we believe Council should be bold and go further. Enabling and
promoting the use of alternative systems for wastewater could help to reduce the
demands on infrastructure.
This would include composting toilets or on-property treatment facilities. Greywater
systems and composting toilets could be an important part of the solution and should
be simple to install and use in Central Hawkes Bay.
CHBDC should be taking up Central Government’s offer to invest in regional three
waters infrastructure by signing up to potential three waters management reform.
CHBDC should be lobbying Central Government for assistance to meet standards.
This problem is not limited to CHB: numerous wastewater treatment plants (WWTP)
across Aotearoa discharge directly to freshwater environments and non-compliance
with environmental standards is widespread. Freshwater quality across the country is
severely impacted as a result. Forest & Bird consider this an archaic and disappointing
situation to be in. Discharges to WWTPs that do not comply with standards set in
local bylaws only exacerbate this issue, increasing the pressure on plant operators and
making it harder for them to meet environmental standards.
2
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19.

20.

21.

22.

Unfortunately, there is a legal loophole surrounding trade waste bylaws, as referenced
in a recent Radio New Zealand (RNZ) exposé 5 on companies’ compliance with
bylaws across the country, and the impact this has on wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP) operators’ ability to meet environmental limits set by regional councils.
Forest & Bird understands this loophole in the law prevents local governments issuing
fines to non-compliant dischargers of wastewater to their networks and treatment
plants. Councils are therefore limited to simply recovering any costs the breach might
have resulted in (such as additional cleaning required to make the plant fully operative
if its function was impacted by the breach) or taking the issue to the courts, at
significant cost.
In response to this issue, Local Government New Zealand (LGNZ) has suggested to
numerous Ministers since 2002 that a law change is necessary to allow local councils
to fine non-compliant companies. Addressing the issue requires a relatively simple
amendment to section 259 of the Local Government Act 2002 to allow regulations to
be made prescribing breaches of council bylaws that are infringements under the Act.
We understand LGNZ has made this same request of the current Minister, yet the law
still has not been changed.
We implore CHBDC to continue lobbying LGNZ, local MPs, and the Minister for
Local Government to undertake a law change to allow council to fine those
companies and organisations that are not complying with trade waste bylaw
requirements. This would hopefully result in better compliance with trade waste
bylaws, less stress on the WWTP, and fewer costly failures (or fewer non-compliance
events). It would also allow CHBDC to recover costs of problems more readily.

Challenge #2: Asset Replacement
23.

24.

As above, CHBDC should be seeking investment from Central Government in threewater infrastructure by signing up to their reform program.
Debt also makes sense given interest rates are extremely low.

Challenge #3: Waste Free CHB
25.

26.

CHBDC needs to go back to the drawing board on this to get the settings right before
spending more money changing it to something that may have a range of unintended
consequences.
CHBDC should be pushing Central Government to carry on with its reform to phase
out single use plastics and increase product stewardship so that producers of
packaging are responsible for the disposal. This would assist with reducing waste to
landfill from CHB and reduce contamination of recycling with un-recyclable
materials.

5

Bradley, A. (2021, February 9). Revealed: The companies dumping contaminants down the drain. RNZ.
https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/in-depth/435111/revealed-the-companies-dumping-contaminants-down-thedrain
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27.

28.
29.

30.

31.
32.

33.

A vision as important and large as Waste Free CHB is going to need careful tending to
ensure success. Diverting waste from land fill and increasing recycling are laudable
goals. Barriers to recycling should be removed and incentives to ‘dump’ recyclable
materials avoided.
We prefer Option 2- No change to rubbish and recycling collection services
The removal of the Drop-off Centres at Tikokino, Ongaonga, Takapau and Otane has
the risk of introducing a significant barrier to recycling. The many additional trips
needed to take recycling to Waipawa or Waipukurau will also increase GHG
emissions. The lack of detail or certainty about possible ‘mobile’ collection points
means their effectiveness is difficult to predict.
The introduction of ‘wheelie bins’ for refuse rubbish collection will almost certainly
increase the amount of recyclable material, and material in general, going to landfill.
We prefer the status quo- rubbish bags- for refuse collection.
If one of the issues with the collection centres is contamination of the recycling then
surely wheelie bins, where the contents are out of sight, would encourage the same
behaviour.
CHBDC should also be looking for compostable waste solutions, and/or promoting
‘community compost’ stations around the district, and/or promoting homecomposting.

Challenge #4: How do we pay for the growth?
34.

Costs of development should not just be on the developer, as that can create inequities
(e.g. push up house prices because new houses cost more).

Other challenges:
Climate Change
35.

36.

37.

Climate change is already having an impact in Central Hawke’s Bay with hotter, drier
weather being most noticeable. Combined with over allocation of ground water, the
result for some of our remaining remnants of native forest has been catastrophic.
Engineering our way to resilience against the impacts of climate change isn’t going to
work. For example, riverbank ‘reinforcement’ might give us some time before a river
bank erodes to a road, but in the end the river will get the better of the engineering.
We know that trying to reinforce a riverbank just creates a space for erosion
elsewhere – usually on the other side of the river or downstream. We also know that
rivers eventually erode around the sides and base of these sorts of reinforcement – so
it’s definitely not a long term solution. With higher and more frequent flood flows
predicted with climate change, the pressure on riverbank reinforcements will only
4
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increase, and when the reinforcement eventually fails the consequences will be
greater. We saw this in 2019 with the Rangitata River jumping across the road back
into its southern branch, with the Waiho River tearing down a bridge and cutting off
communities, and the Fox River opening up a landfill and spreading rubbish across
beaches up to 100km away.
38.

39.
40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

We have tried to straighten and contain rivers in an effort to stabilise them, but that’s
increased the risks we face from flooding, and destroyed the beautiful places that
we’re connected to, that provide habitat for birds and fish, and that recharge our
aquifers.
Council needs to change the way it thinks about climate resilience.
The reality is rivers are most stable when they are given room to move – when they
can safely flood and dissipate their energy, and can adjust their course within their
channel. We shouldn’t be surprised when a river floods or erodes a bank – that’s just a
river being a river.
We’ve created an issue by encroaching so tightly on rivers, but what we really need to
do is provide room for the rivers.
We also see this issue on the coastline.
These environments have mauri, and engineering them into shape doesn’t maintain
that mauri.
Aotearoa’s approach to this is archaic – we’re still trying to contain rivers or put them
in fixed channels; or build concrete walls to keep the sea away. But internationally
providing ‘room for the river’, and ‘managed retreat’ from coastlines is becoming
standard practice. Creating room for a river, or retreating from a coastline, doesn’t just
increase the flood capacity of a river and reduce the frequency of flooding either – it
also increases the area of habitat for fish and birds, creates more room for riparian
wetlands, reduces the costs of flood maintenance work and engineering, and opens up
spaces for recreation. It’s a win all-round.
Several of Aotearoa’s river experts have recently called on decision makers to work
with rivers, rather than against them, giving them space to move and allowing
channels to adjust. (https://theconversation.com/why-we-should-release-newzealands-strangled-rivers-to-lessen-the-impact-of-future-floods-153077)
CHBDC needs to think about these sorts of ‘natural’ solutions to mitigating the risks
of climate change.
In the long term they will provide the best economic, environmental, and wellbeing
outcomes.

District Plan Review
48.

Before people arrived in Aotearoa New Zealand, 80% of the land was covered in
5
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dense forest. Now only 24% remains. It’s the same for wetlands, with over 90%
degraded or lost; vertebrate species, with 79% threatened with or at risk of extinction;
and freshwater fish, with 76% threatened with or at risk of extinction. We are losing
the things we value so much, the ecosystem that protect and sustain us, and that we
are inherently connected to.
49.

The district plan review needs to progress and include protections for Significant
Natural Areas, on private and public land, to ensure no more native vegetation is lost.
And to ensure native species have somewhere to live. These places are good for our
wellbeing, sequester carbon, provide habitat for native species, increase the waterholding capacity of the soil, and make our communities more resilient.

Reserves and Nature on Private Land
50.

CHBDC has 185ha of reserves.

51.

There is also likely to be a large area of native vegetation on private land.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

CHBDC should be actively investing in the protection and restoration of these areas.
This should be through a district plan review to protect these areas where they meet
the criteria to be ‘Significant Natural Areas’ but should also include investment in
restoration work to improve the condition of these reserves and protect them from
pests.
Forest & Bird would support CHBDC making a case to Central Government for ‘Jobs
for Nature’ funding to undertake some of this work. In particular, restoration work of
wetlands in CHB would be of extremely high value – for biodiversity, habitat, flood
protection, water retention and groundwater recharge, and as a carbon sink (wetlands,
and peat wetlands in particular, make excellent carbon sinks).
CHBDC should be working with Central Government and HBRC to do all it can to
restore areas of natural habitat in its district. It should also be looking to expand these
areas.
Forest & Bird has a particular interest in Ōtaia. According to one councillor a Forest
& Bird member has spoken with, the priority for parks and reserves is health and
safety. Has any assessment been done for Ōtaia and if so what were the outcomes?
Was any remedial work included in the budget for the reserve?
Central Hawke's Bay Forest and Bird contribute significant volunteer hours to
maintain this reserve. We are aware that currently these volunteers are ageing. We
would like to flag that in 5-10 years we may need an increased grant or assistance to
find additional grant money to fund any shortfall.
6
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57.

58.

59.

We strongly request CHBDC to help and advocate for improving the entrance and car
parking area at this reserve. At present it is extremely unappealing and certainly does
not meet the goal of a 'Proud District'. Various attempts have been made to progress
this, but it seems to be going backwards.
Supporting this kind of community work is vital for community wellbeing, and
promoting community use of and connection with these reserves. As mentioned
earlier, connecting with nature has been shown in numerous studies to be good for
mental health and wellbeing, as well as promoting physical health outcomes.
The volunteer hours that go into this sort of work are also extremely valuable for
CHBDC.

7
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SUMMARY
1. That the Council immediately implements a financial strategy that includes reducing costs in
all non-core activity areas, and not solely relying on rates increases.
2. That the unsustainable rates increases proposed are reduced.
3. That durable and fit-for-purpose infrastructure becomes the district’s #1 priority.
4. That the General Rate remains at the same level as last year and does not increase, given that
it does not fund the Three Waters.
5. That the Council investigates a hybrid road funding model consisting of a district-wide
targeted uniform charge to reflect public benefit, as well as the existing land value general
rate which recognises private benefit.
6. That a Funding Impact Statement and a table of Rates Factors is included as per previous
Annual and Long Term Plans
7. That the table of Rates Factors shows how each rate mechanism will change over the course
of the 10 year life of this Long Term Plan.
8. That the Council identifies where it is comparatively in the Depreciation Index and Water
Leakage Index.
9. That a policy of fully funding the depreciation of the Three Waters is implemented, and that
this funding be fully utilised to meet the current demand for renewals and upgrades
10. Federated Farmers Federated Farmers congratulates the Council on sticking to its policy of
100% targeted rates for water and wastewater, paid by serviced and serviceable properties.
11. The Council becomes compliant with Schedule 10 Section 20(3)(b) of the Local Government
Act 2002, in that the UAGC percentage and the calculation method needs to be reported .
12. That Council fully utilises the UAGC mechanism at 30% of the total rates income to provide
equity between ratepayers.
13. That district planning is shifted off the general rate and onto the UAGC.
14. The General Rate is not increased and remains at the same 0.10743 cents in the CV dollar as
2019-20 year.
15. That equal benefit activities like Planning and Regulatory are funded by a flat charge, to ensure
that ratepayers are paying an equal amount.
16. That a differential system is implemented to provide for rating areas plus land use
differentials, similar to Hastings.
17. Federated Farmers asks the Council what percentage of animal control costs originate from
rural dogs, compared to urban dogs.
18. That working dog registration fees provide a discount for subsequent dogs which are
additional to the first working dog.
19. That a flat fee is introduced to provide a discount for a team of 10 working dogs.
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BUDGET DEFICITS
Federated Farmers is deeply disappointed at the rates rises proposed in this LTP.
We are frustrated that core infrastructure has been allowed to degrade so much, and that the district
has a legacy of chronic underinvestment that needs to be addressed. Despite decades of perfectly
adequate rates income, basic services have been underfunded.
The Message from the Mayor prefers to blame artificially low rates increases, but really the blame
should lie on Governance constantly prioritising spending on non-core functions over basic services.
The Message from the Mayor states “Even if we closed every park and library in Central Hawke’s Bay,
cancelled economic and social development activities and stopped supporting facilities like the
Centralines Indoor Pool, the Central Hawke’s Bay Museum and the Tukituki Trails, these savings alone
would still not be enough to offset the major investment required to fund our three waters
infrastructure programme.”
The problem with this statement, is that had the fat had been trimmed years ago and the pace of
depreciation actually kept up with, then there would have been enough in the budget for core
infrastructure. Over the last decade, the Council has collected over $202 million from rates alone.
Ratepayers will be astonished that out of this income the three waters infrastructure hasn’t been
properly attended to.
We really question what the purpose of ten year Long Term Plans is, if not to manage the long term
financial aspects of core services so they don’t become a sudden unpleasant surprise.
Rating Year

Total Rates Income

2010 -11

$15,059,175

2011 -12

$18,024,539

2012 - 13

$18,701,331

2013 -14

$19,832,031

2014 -15

$20,416,932

2015 -16

$20,735,562

2016 -17

$21,194,922

2017 -18

$21,770,405

2018 -19

$22,664,212

2019 -20

$23,697,957

Total Rates Income for the decade

$202,097,066

The 2021-22 rating year ahead will net an additional $25,980,655 income for the Council.
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It is telling that the goal of “Durable Infrastructure” is right down the list at Goal #7 on page 9 when it
should be the first goal. The current Goal #1 of a “Proud District” which is concerned with reputation,
experiences and promotion, is exactly the type of thing that has taken the focus away from core
services. It is hard to achieve the goal of pride without good quality basic infrastructure.

This infrastructure deficit is not a unique situation. Many councils are facing big infrastructure deficits
on their water networks because of a failure to properly address depreciation. This burden has been
recognised by the Government, which has a funding pool of $701,940,000 allocable to territorial
authorities specifically for the Three Waters.
We expect that austerity measures and a lowered prioritisation of nice-to-have activities are built into
this Long Term Plan, in order to keep rates increases to a minimum and refocus financial resources
onto core infrastructure. The plan should not be just to increase income via rates, it also needs to
reduce costs drastically. The Mayor’s Message gives the impression that cutting costs on activities like
social and economic activities is futile, but Federated Farmers expects that it still needs to occur.
Rates are a charge for services, and they are supposed to reflect the access to, and benefit derived by
ratepayers from council services. This is a key principle, reinforced in 2019 by the Productivity
Commission and a key provision in s.101 of the LGA that sets out funding principles for local
authorities.
Recommendations:
1. That the Council immediately implements a financial strategy that includes reducing costs in
all non-core activity areas, and not solely relying on rates increases.
2. That the unsustainable rates increases proposed are reduced.
3. That durable and fit-for-purpose infrastructure becomes the district’s #1 priority.
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RATES INCREASES
We are alarmed at the rates increases proposed.

As usual, farmers are disproportionately impacted, which demonstrates the district’s over-reliance
on property value rating mechanisms.
Although an Aramoana farm will “only” be seeing a 6.9% increase, this equates to an extra $1,021 the
farmer has to squeeze out of their budget this year to give to the Council. This farmer may be feeling
the financial impacts from last year’s drought, and also anticipating a large fencing bill in order to meet
Essential Freshwater requirements. Compare this to the Ongaonga urban residential property which
has a shocking 20% increase, yet this results in an extra $156.

Councillors need to ask themselves if the Aramoana farm really receives $9,169 of value from land
transport. Trucks visiting the property already directly contribute to the impact on those rural roads
via the Road User Charges. We are relieved that the Land Transport Rate is reducing, but we remain
concerned that farmers are paying the lion’s share towards roads which everyone receives a general
public benefit from. As per our previous submissions on CHB Annua and Long Term Plans, we implore
the Council to investigate a hybrid road funding model consisting of a district-wide targeted uniform
charge to reflect public benefit as well as the existing land value general rate which recognises private
benefit.
We are disappointed that the usual Funding Impact Statement table of rates factors that we have
enjoyed reading in previous Annual and Long Term Plans (such as the table on page 28 of the 2019
Annual Plan) is not present in this draft LTP. It is not enough to rely on the rates example table
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above, as it requires readers to calculate what factor each rate mechanism is struck at. We also
expect that information showing how each rate mechanism will change over the ten year life cycle of
this LTP be included. A Funding Impact Statement is necessary for transparency, and if this key
aspect falls off LTPs we may have to launch a national campaign.
Recommendations:
4. That the General Rate remains at the same level as last year and does not increase, given that
it does not fund the Three Waters.
5. That the Council investigates a hybrid road funding model consisting of a district-wide
targeted uniform charge to reflect public benefit, as well as the existing land value general
rate which recognises private benefit.
6. That a Funding Impact Statement and a table of Rates Factors is included as per previous
Annual and Long Term Plans
7. That the table of Rates Factors shows how each rate mechanism will change over the course
of the 10 year life of this Long Term Plan.

THREE WATERS
We are alarmed that wastewater infrastructure improvement will need $68.2 million of capital
expenditure over the next 10 years.
Central Hawkes Bay has been allocated $11,090,560 by the Government from the Three Waters
Investment Package Funding. For comparison, Wellington City has been allocated less at $10,885,693.
A small council like Grey District is only receiving $1,921,000. Grey District has a similar population at
13,750 compared to 14,850 people in Central Hawkes Bay. Comparatively, Central Hawkes Bay has
received a generous allocation from the Government.
Water New Zealand calculated the median capital expenditure on the replacement of existing
wastewater assets compared to depreciation between 2017 and 2019 was only 53 percent. That’s just
half of the depreciation going to replace sewers and wastewater treatment plants. For drinking water
it’s better: 70 percent. Though that’s still not replacing the depreciating assets. For storm water it’s
far worse: just 15 percent. We refer you to this useful Newsroom article on the topic of councils
underspending deprecation.
We are interested to know where Central Hawke’s Bay District Council sits in the Water New Zealand
Depreciation Index, and the Water Leakage Index Did CHB not participate in the Water Leakage index
because of low numbers of water meters in the district? This is an area that could be improved to
better keep track of water use and wasteful leaking.
This Auditor-General’s report Insights into Local Government 2019 found that councils spent only 6377 percent of the value of the depreciation in renewing their assets between 2012 and 2019.
It looks like the Council may have fallen into this same trap of underspending the revenue on
depreciation. Page 117 of the CHB LTP reveals that In previous LTPs the council has opted not to fully
fund depreciation, on the basis that the asset renewals and rates funding thereof was not required
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until later. The cumulative effect of the non-funded depreciation is significant, and will have to be
matched with additional debt to replace assets.
We are puzzled as to what Council means by this statement. Either Council did not include
depreciation in the rate take, or did Council not spend the money rated for depreciation on renewals
and upgrades? We are concerned that depreciation would have been accounted for in the books and
rates collected, but the money has been spent on other activities instead of on renewal of the
infrastructure. We need more information to find out.
We are alarmed to read further on page 117 that Because the Council is having to catch up on renewals
in Years 1 to 6 of the LTP, the Council has no capacity to fully fund depreciation in this LTP. This decision
needs to be rectified from now on and depreciation should be fully funded, and actually used for the
purpose it is collected for, to avoid this problem again.
As for rating mechanisms, we are pleased to see that targeted rates will be used to fund 100% of the
wastewater and water supplies activities. This is a sound public policy decision and we congratulate
the Council for sticking to the targeted rate so diligently.
Farmers fund their own private water schemes and wastewater disposal 100% with no public good
assistance, yet we have noticed a nation-wide theme of the cost of remedying local government’s
water and wastewater failings is steadily working its way into farm rates. We are pleased that this is
not the case for Central Hawkes Bay, and we will be upholding this as an example that other councils
should follow.
However we are disappointed that stormwater will be benefiting from a general rate contribution of
$85,000 from 2022 rising up to $234,000 by 2031 (page 74)
Recommendations:
8. That the Council identifies where it is comparatively in the Depreciation Index and water
Leakage Index.
9. That a policy of fully funding the depreciation of the Three Waters is implemented, and that
this funding be fully utilised to meet the current demand for renewals and upgrades.
10. Federated Farmers Federated Farmers congratulates the Council on sticking to it’s policy of
100% targeted rates for water and wastewater, paid by serviced and serviceable properties.

UNIFORM ANNUAL GENERAL CHARGE
It is with irony that we see the UAGC is being increased to from $291 up to $304. Federated Farmers
always advocates for the maximum use of the UAGC for the reason equal benefit = equal rate, and we
expressed disappointment in 2019 when it was lowered dramatically.
Year:

UAGC:

2014-15

$311.08
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2015-16

$317.31

2016-17

$323.66

2016-17

$329.81

2018-19

$383.51

2019-20

$276.63

2020-21

$291

2021-22

$304

Although we are pleased to see it increase again, perhaps had it remained at closer to the 30%
legislative cap there wouldn’t be a shortfall.
We remain concerned that CHBDC continues to have very low use of the UAGC, and we urge the
Council to make better use of this tool. We calculated that the 2019 UAGC was sitting on only 9% of
total qualifying rates when it bottomed out at $276. We are unable to calculate it this year because of
the lack of a Funding Impact Statement.
As always, we suggest that “equal benefit” activities are shifted off the general rate and onto the
UAGC, like District Planning.
All ratepayers receive the same benefits from the district plan providing sustainable environment
management. With the District Plan nearing official notification Councillors will be aware of how this
document benefits all ratepayers across all zones, so there is no reason why a ratepayer with a high
value property like a farm should pay more than someone with a lower-valued town property.
The Council identifies Legislative Demands as a high cost, high risk forecasting assumption on page
241. We agree with this assumption, and funding the district planning activity via the UAGC will help
spread that risk evenly over ratepayers.
Recommendations:
11. The Council becomes compliant with Schedule 10 Section 20(3)(b) of the Local Government
Act 2002, in that the UAGC percentage and the calculation method needs to be reported.
12. That Council fully utilises the UAGC mechanism at 30% of the total rates income to provide
equity between ratepayers.
13. That district planning is shifted off the general rate and onto the UAGC.

GENERAL RATE
This year the General Rate is proposed to be increased to 0.13 cents in the capital value dollar. This
information was not readily available in the LTP documents, and had to be calculated.
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General Rate
Year:

Total Amount collected:

Cents in the CV dollar:

2014-15

$4,378,370

0.12

2015-16

$4,563,493

0.12

2016-17

$4,844,721

0.12

2017-18

$5,149,537

0.12

2018-19

$4,948,150

0.11738

2019-20

$6,021,432

0.10743

2020-21

?

?

2021-22

$7,439,165

0.1316

We are disappointed that the General Rate increase will be 8.5% this year (pg 105) and we question
why there is a need for this increase, given that the General Rate does not fund the core infrastructure
that is desperately needing renewal.
The consultation website attempts to answer this question many rural ratepayers will have by saying:
For decades rates have been kept artificially low. This means that many of our assets including parks
and playgrounds have not had sufficient investment to keep them fresh and compliant with health and
safety standards. Increases to the general rate are driven by a combination of upgrades to parks and
open spaces; revamping the district plan; central government climate change commitments and waste
minimisation and management; district wide stormwater management; reduced NZTA subsidies for
road maintenance; and district wide animal control services.
Federated Farmers suggests that the total General Rate take is reduced in two ways: trimming the fat
from all activities; and shifting some activities onto other rate mechanisms.
The activities that are funded by the General Rate are the perfect candidates for making do with the
same income as last year, as a way of reducing costs and buffering ratepayers from the increases to
their targeted rates for core infrastructure.
Activities like Community leadership and democracy; and community assets like parks and reserves,
public toilets, theatres and halls should all have the same budget as last year and should not need
more funding to deliver the same level of service. Upgrading parks and reserves should surely go on
the backburner.
The regulatory activity group should be shifted onto a flat fee – the under-used UAGC would be the
perfect candidate. All ratepayers benefit equally from the Council exercising its regulatory functions,
and there is no link between the capital value of a rating unit and the benefit it derives from the
planning and regulatory activity.
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Page 51 of the supporting document tells us that $2,233,000 is needed in the 2021-22 rating year to
fund the Planning and Regulatory activity. With 5,730 rating units (page 108) this equates to a flat
fee of $389 per unit. If this sounds expensive, think of how much the farmer ratepayers are
contributing to this single activity through their general rate, and subsidising urban ratepayers who
pay much less than $389. And of course this cost per rating unit should also be reduced as much as
possible.
Recommendations:
14. The General Rate is not increased and remains at the same 0.10743 cents in the CV dollar as
2019-20 year.
15. That equal benefit activities like Planning and Regulatory are funded by a flat fee, to ensure
that ratepayers are paying an equal amount.

GENERAL RATE DIFFERENTIALS
We implore the Council to investigate differentials for the General Rate. Differentials recognise that
different land uses, property types or property locations have a different level of impact on, or benefit
from, a particular activity, and should therefore be rated differently.
CHB is one of the few rural councils that do not have a full differential system for the General Rate.
The differentials between CBD properties and the rest of the district demonstrate that the Council is
capable of managing differentials, and we urge you to develop a full diff system.
We suggest that a differential system similar to Hastings is investigated. Hastings uses two rating
areas, and then land use differentials within these areas. CHB may not need as many differentials as
Hastings (being 10 for this rate) but the overall idea of a rating area plus land use differentials allows
rates to be apportioned accurately and affordably.
Hastings describes their system:
Rating Areas
Hastings District is divided into two rating areas: Rating Area One Urban and Rating Area Two Rural.
The rating areas are based on:
•

The Department of Statistics broad definition of an urban area.

•

The relative closeness of urban-based facilities and therefore the opportunity to make
regular use of them; within an approximate 10-15 minute drive of central Hastings.

•

Hastings District Council planning zones, which govern the ways land can be used.

The costs of Council's various activities are shared out to the two rating groups using formulae which
reflect, as near as possible, the costs of providing services to each of these areas. In particular, some
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costs (within the Community Services Group) are charged at a reduced rate to Rating Area 2 (rural)
to reflect remoteness and therefore less access to these facilities.
The differential system
Within each rating area in the district, the Council recovers the general rate requirement on a
differential basis, calculated on the land value of a property.
Differentials are used to allocate costs between different groups of properties based on the broad
level of service and benefit they receive. The higher the differential, the greater the perceived level
of service and benefit those groups of properties receive.

Recommendations:
16. That a differential system is implemented to provide for rating areas plus land use differentials
similar to Hastings.

DOG FEES
We are pleased to see that fees for rural and working dogs are less than town dogs, and we are also
pleased to see that the fee will be dropping for the 2021-22 rating year.

However the $51 fee per working dog is still too expensive, especially when there is no discount for
subsequent dogs.
As soon as a farmer has more than one dog, the cost advantage of the lower working dog fee
compared to the town fee is wiped out. A farmer with three dogs is unlikely to receive $153 benefit
compared to an urban dog owner with one dog who will pay $108. A team of ten dogs will cost the
Central Hawkes Bay farmer a whopping $510. Federated Farmers asks the Council to consider
carefully whether farmers with ten dogs deserve to pay this much.
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On the whole, farmers value and manage their dogs well, and dog management is a self-regulating
aspect of farming. Dogs are part of the family, and a valuable asset to the farm business. It is in a
farmers’ best interest to manage their dogs. Farmers spend many hours training their dogs, and bad
behaviour like being aggressive to animals or people is dealt with quickly. Farm dogs are contained
in their kennels or chained up at night, and because of the large size of farms, dogs are contained on
the property, they do not roam the streets, and barking rarely annoys the neighbours. If a dog does
stray, neighbours are quick to recognise the dog and call the owner.
Federated Farmers asks the Council what percentage of animal control costs originate from rural
dogs, compared to urban dogs.
Federated Farmers suggests that a lower fee for subsequent rural dogs is introduced. There are 19
other Councils have this reduced fee structure. With large sheep and beef farms characterising
Hawkes Bay, dog teams are common and the cost of registration is an unjustified burden. This table
of some east coast councils show that CHB is one of the most expensive to register subsequent dogs
and a team of ten.
Council

Single rural/working
dog

Subsequent dogs

Team of ten.

Central Hawkes Bay

$51

$51 each

$470

Hastings

$48

$48 each

$480

Tararua

$40

$40 each

$400

Masterton

$82

$22 each

$280

Carterton

$70 first two dogs

$36 each

$428

South Wairarapa

$43

$43 each

$215 flat fee

We see that the dog pound facility will receive capital expenditure of $700,000 in 2022 (page 52)
We’d like to know more about this.
Recommendation:
17. Federated Farmers asks the Council what percentage of animal control costs originate from
rural dogs, compared to urban dogs.
18. That working dog registration fees provide a discount for subsequent dogs.
19. That a flat fee is introduced to provide a discount for a team of 10 working dogs.
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Federated Farmers is a not-for-profit primary sector policy and advocacy organisation that represents
the majority of farming businesses in New Zealand. Federated Farmers has a long and proud history
of representing the interests of New Zealand’s farmers.
This submission is representative of member views and reflect the fact that local government rating
and spending policies impact on our member’s daily lives as farmers and members of local
communities.
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30 March 2021

Sport Hawke’s Bay is a charitable trust that exists to enhance the health and wellbeing of Hawke’s Bay
by influencing, enabling and supporting our communities to be more physically active.
Sport Hawke’s Bay is committed to supporting young people; tamariki and rangatahi (aged 5-18) and
less active communities; geographic or social communities where there are barriers to engaging in
physical activity across the Hawke’s Bay region.
We see Councils across our region playing a key role in helping us to enhance the health and wellbeing
of all residents.
Sport Hawke’s Bay’s role will focus on lifting the physical activity levels, specifically in relation to the
two key areas mentioned while also ensuring there is no reduction of the activity levels of all those
living within Hawke’s Bay. In doing this, we believe we will have the greatest possible impact on
wellbeing. We achieve our outcomes by aligning our investment through partnerships, funds and
programmes to our strategic priorities set out in our four-year strategic plan.
We believe working together towards a collective goal will allow us the greatest possible impact on
wellbeing for all Hawke’s bay residents.

Sport Hawke’s Bay acknowledges the long standing partnership it has held with the Central Hawke’s
Bay District Council. With your support we have been able to continue to support the play, active
recreation, sport and health sector in our community.
Sport Hawke’s Bay acknowledges the commitment made by Council to improving access options for
people who face barriers to participation especially those living with a disability and through the rural
travel fund.
We also acknowledge the commitment made by the Council to enhancing the opportunities to engage
in play, active recreation and sport in Central Hawkes’ Bay, including the extensive development of
Russell Park and the all weather facility as well as the ongoing investment in the Tukituki Cycle Trails
amongst other projects.
Sport Hawke’s Bay acknowledges the challenges faced by Council in providing community facilities
network of open spaces, 26 community facilities and assets, many of which are aging and require
significant renewal investment.
Sport Hawke’s Bay is committed to supporting the Council to find the best outcome for the community
and look forward to partnering with Council on the upcoming strategy work to look at assets that
support Play, Active Recreation and Sport.
Sport Hawke’s Bay also supports the following proposals in this long term plan:
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•

Funding proposed for a cycling strategy around growth of our area and increasing access to
Tukituki trails and other walkways and cycleways connectivity throughout the District.

•

Ongoing development of Russell Park proposed in Year 4 which includes pathway accessibility
and change room development.

•

Nelly Jull Play Space improvements and renewals proposed in Years 2 and 3. We also support
further playground improvements and renewals.

•

Contribution to the Centralines Indoor Heated Pool to assist with earthquake strengthening
and a contribution to new learn to swim pool.

•

Ongoing development, including a family activity area, at Waipawa Pool.

Sport Hawke’s Bay thanks Council for their commitment to the emergence of Play and being an early
adopter of this. Sport Hawke’s Bay will have a strong focus on this over the coming four years and we
look forward to the continued partnership we will hold with Council while also mindful the role Council
plays in the success of Play in our community. This includes strengthening the connection between
Formal (playgrounds) and Informal play spaces.
Play is vital for New Zealand's children and young people. Research shows that play has many benefits
for children, families, and the wider community. It has been taken for granted that play will always be
a part of New Zealand childhoods. However, levels of play are in decline due to shifting cultural values,
increasingly sedentary behaviours, family circumstances, and fears about children’s safety.
Sport Hawke’s Bay also encourages alignment between the proposed cycling strategy and local road
safety and national cycle education programs – existing programmes that have been successful across
other parts of the region.
While walkways and cycle trails continue to be successful through the region and will continue to
provide an opportunity for the District, we see the value to ensuring the correct education
programmes are in place to allow young people in our community to benefit from the funding invested
into these trails.

Sport Hawke’s Bay is committed to continuing to partner with Council to deliver on agreed outcomes
over the long term plan period. We have continued to invest in additional resource to further support
this work, building on the solid foundation provided by the partially Council-funded Community Sport
Advisor role. This additional resource includes a full time Disability and Inclusion Advisor, Spaces and
Places and Play Lead and Insights and Evaluation Lead along with the wider support provided by the
Community Sport and Management team at Sport Hawke’s Bay.
With support from Sport New Zealand, Sport Hawke’s Bay looks forward to working alongside Council
on the proposed Play, Active Recreation and Sport Plan that will further support Council commitment
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over the period of the long-term plan that wishes to increase its attention and focus on investment in
community facilities including its halls, pools and open spaces.
Sport Hawke’s Bay proposes to continue the partnership we hold with Central Hawke’s Bay District
Council at the current level of investment to support achievement of agreed outcomes that will be of
wider benefit to the district.
Sport Hawke’s Bay would like to thank the support of Council officers and Councillors in prioritising
the wellbeing of the community by ensuring play, active recreation, sport and health are well
represented and a clear focus in this long term plan. We know that there are many demands on
Council resources at present.

Regards,

Mark Aspden
Chief Executive
Sport Hawke’s Bay
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CENTRAL HAWKE’S BAY DISTRICT COMMUNITY TRUST
PO BOX 397
WAIPUKURAU 4242
The Centralines Sporting Complex is situated at 10 River Terrace Waipukurau.
The Trustees wish to make this submission to the Long Term Plan 2021 -2031.
We would like to present our submission at a Council Hearing.
The Indoor Pool was built 23 years ago and is a facility which is used by the
majority of the community in Central Hawke’s Bay.
The numbers using the swimming pool are consistently around 75,000 swims per
annum.
The Council has a Service Contract with the Trust to provide swimming facilities
in CHB. This payment, which is CPI adjusted annually, covers the Pool
Management, Maintenance, Accounting and Audit, and Insurance. The Trust was
initially able to move the maintenance payments into reserves but as the facility
has aged the costs have risen significantly and the reserves have been eroded
accordingly.
Over the past 23 years the only funding increases requested by the Trust have
been for extraordinary operational costs that were both unexpected and out of the
Trust’s control, namely significant electricity and insurance cost increases.
The major cost we are facing at present is for the replacement of the ceiling tiles
which were damaged with heavy rain in July 2019. Upon inspection of the roof
the need to have all fixings to the curved roof sections replaced including edge
protection to the perimeter of the roof was identified. This work was completed
in 2020 at a cost of over $27,000.
As Trustees, we have an obligation to maintain the safety of pool users and as
some tiles had started to detach, we decided it was prudent to hang safety netting
below the tiles to prevent any falling onto swimmers, spectators or Staff.
This work was carried out in November 2020 at a cost of $9,566
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After advice from Create Engineering Consultants we have asked Jacob’s
Construction to quote to replace the existing ceiling tiles with Ripplesound
powder coated, perforated iron over black insulation. The quoted price is
$298,868.90 but we expect this price will increase as we face further delays.
We are asking the Council, for the first time in 23 years, for some help to fund
this large project.
We are grateful for the support given by Council up until now, but ask that you
consider this request seriously.
We attach the quote from Jacobs Construction and a copy of our Maintenance
Plan.

For the Trustees
Di Petersen Trustee
496 Farm Road Waipukurau 4284
Phone: 0211300441
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
21/30 Complete
Name
Trish Giddens

Address
2 Hinemoa Terrace

Where do you live?
Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
Yes

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
Yes

If yes, tell us which iwi you identify with
Ngāti Kahungunu

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
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No

Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

General Feedback
The current rubbish collection is proving OK. Any increased service is going to mean extra costs on
our rates and not a priority as opposed to other concerns. e.g. the 3 waters
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How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
Whilst we don't wish to deter developers, we do need to attract more to our district and Increase
our ratepayer base. Developers will cover their costs as appropriately determined by them.

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
Rates for our small community will prove to be a great cost against the family weekly budget. At a
time when housing is expensive and people are recovering post COVID, rates need to be kept to an
acceptable level. I would like to see more transparency with the Financials and an indepth review of
our operating costs. The poor investment decisions in regard to Wastewater, the Memorial Hall and
Library upgrades are all costly errors for ratepayers to bear. Staff numbers appear to have increased
substantially. Is the cost of Contractors proving more efficient and effective than past operators?
Comparative financials would assist understanding and be more palatable and acceptable perhaps to
the proposed plan. When housing is at a crisis, it is a poor decision by Council to consider selling the
Retirement units and hard to see how these can be costing the Council as opposed to at least being
self maintaining. Tenants and the community at large, being provided with a thorough explanation
of the costs of running them versus the income, would be receptive to considering a warranted,
justified and reasonable increase.
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CHBDC - LTP Engagement Survey
Name
Shelley Burne-field
Address
Email address
shellbern@xtra.co.nz
Dear CHB Council

Elected Members: Rally against a 7.8% average rates rise! Push back and say enough is enough. Face
the facts that our Council is simply spending above its means.

1.
Please Don’t raise rents for pensioners in retirement housing! Especially now! It is
unaffordable for them. Get rid of any pretentious arguments about discounts or market rents. Please
- the whole point of having affordable housing is...having affordable housing. I don’t buy your flawed
logic at all that maintenance costs will break the bank. Your own figures contradict that argument.
Cut your operational overheads.

2.
Don’t raise the ugly head of attempting to sell the retirement housing stock again. Your
preferred option was to sell the family silver - once again! Please think of the tenants and the
original reason for building the retirement housing units - to offer affordable housing for pensioners.

3.
I explained to Mayor Walker back in 2017 that her and her Council’s programme was “on
steroids” and unaffordable - I stand by my words. Many in the community feel the same. Cut your
operational overheads. Live within your means. Every project does not need to be ‘shiny and new’.
These rates increases are NOT affordable to the community. Do not exceed the debt cap. Short term
borrowing by exceeding our means is not the way.

4. DEFER unnecessary capex projects - 80% of our wastewater and drinking water infrastructure is
mid-life. Right now is NOT the time to ‘be bold’ and spend up large. Be conservative and re-group
until assumptions can be fleshed out e.g. three waters reform.

5. I agree with keeping the Status Quo regarding recycling and waste - community partnerships and
external funding can take care of any increase in service level later.

6. Development Contributions in Takapau should remain the same at $15k
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7. DON’T rate for activities and projects that you KNOW may not go ahead. Rating anyway and
saving that money for the future is irresponsible and fraught with danger. It is also much too easily
spent on frivolous things.

Kind regards
Shelley Burne-Field
Takapau
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Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Submission

Comments in this submission are based on my 55 years’ experience as a civil engineer, the last 30
years having been spent managing significant water supplies and wastewater plants for local
authorities. I am well versed in 3 Waters infrastructure, asset and facilities management, and
development aspects of local authorities.
General
The Mayor has indicated that Council …has uncovered some huge challenges and that the knowledge
Council now has on the state of its assets … the truth is quite frankly, frightening.
This is a remarkable statement to emanate from any local authority. It suggests the current
Councillors have been surprised to learn of the state of its assets and the work now required in
upgrading and reinstating them to an acceptable state. None of this should have been a surprise to
Council if it had been diligently managing its infrastructure as it is required to do.
The community relies on Council to provide guardianship of its assets and maintain the asset
condition, value and servicability. It is alarming to learn that council has not funded depreciation in
order to generate the income necessary to fund renewals. This is a practice of most councils and
prudent councils undertake annual valuations of their assets to determine the level of depreciation
funding required each subsequent year.
I note that the Consultation Document says.. Historic underinvestment in our essential infrastructure
means many of our assets are at the end of their life. Alarmingly this also means that previous
generations have enjoyed the use of these assets but have not contributed to the costs of renewing
the assets, as would normally happen with a funded depreciation regime. It means then that current
ratepayers will now incur the full financial burden of the asset renewal catch-up that should have
been shared by previous generations. This is grossly unfair on current ratepayers and is a situation
that council should not have let happen. It could be said that council has not acted responsibly in the
management of the districts assets to the point where it will now burden current and future
ratepayers.
It is not correct to say that it has been done to keep rates artificially low. There have been numerous
significant rate increases over the past two decades, i.e. 25 and 33% during that period. In reality it
points to ineptitude on the part of both council management and Councillors. It explains why it is
rare to see any infrastructure renewals occurring in CHB.
Surely both parties must have been aware that failure to have in place up to date asset management
plans and maintenance and renewals programmes, together with the associated funding, would lead
to service outages, premature failure of assets and expensive catch up programmes to address the
problem.
Deferring maintenance and renewals only leads to massive spikes in funding requirements and
untenable and unaffordable rates hikes. In the meantime costs keep increasing so that eventual
renewals cost more than would have been necessary if only a sensible managed and smoothed rate
1
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of renewals and expenditure had been put in place. We are now facing more urgent renewals and
consequential large expenditure sums in the short term.
Past Management and Councils have a lot to answer for in allowing this situation to arise. They have
failed the ratepayers and now created a situation that will most likely cause a great deal of financial
hardship in the community. There are also the impacts that Covid-19 lockdowns have had on
ratepayers who may not be well placed to sustain increased rates charges at this time.
CHB has only a small ratepayer base to share the looming financial burden. Previous large rate
increases had the effect of driving residents away from the area because CHB rates were very high
relative to other nearby communities. This situation will once again become an issue for CHB with
the forecast rates increases. There aren’t a lot of employment opportunities in CHB that will attract
newcomers to grow the rates base, and whilst there has been a small influx of residents from
elsewhere due to lower housing costs here, this situation has been rapidly changing with escalating
property prices so that the ratepayer base is now unlikely to increase to any significant degree.
There are very few land developments occurring which means we need to be very cautious in the
application of development levies if we want to encourage more development and housing.
Attached below is a letter to the Editor of Hawkes Bay Today that I wrote in 2015 in response to
Mayor Peter Butler’s fixation on debt. The points I made then still hold true today. He campaigned
on having no rates increases so that under his mayoralty CHBDC stagnated and almost nothing was
done to improve the status of the districts assets. This resulted in a great disservice to the ratepayers
who are now paying the price of that approach.
I believe he was also the Mayor when the bizarre decision was taken to construct floating wetlands
for sewage treatment. This project was bound to fail, as in fact it did wasting some $10M of
ratepayer funds, such that we now need to start again to address the noncompliance issues we have
with wastewater disposal.
Letter to the Editor
The truth about Council debt
Peter Butler seems to have a fixation on the level of Hastings debt to the point that his judgement as
a Mayor is clouded and much of his bluster is simply incorrect and misleading.
The level of debt is all relative. Hastings has vastly more infrastructure than either CHB or Napier.
Hastings spends considerably more on developing and upgrading its assets than both CHB and
Napier, consequently its assets are in better shape than the other two. It’s only natural then that
Hastings debt is higher than that of the others.
Peter Butler knows full well that existing debt will be ring fenced following amalgamation, just as it
was following the numerous local authority amalgamations that took place across NZ in 1989.
CHBDC already practices ring fencing of its debt across its own communities.
The rates in CHB are already much higher than those in surrounding districts which enjoy better
services. Residents will also not have forgotten than it’s only a short time since consecutive rate
increases of 25 and 33% were levied on CHB ratepayers.
2
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CHB is far too small to stand on its own and needs the economies of scale that amalgamation would
bring. If the Mayor thinks Hastings debt is too high then he better think about what’s likely to happen
in the near future in CHB with looming infrastructure and deferred maintenance costs requiring
increased debt funding, none of which will be affordable by the small number of CHB ratepayers.
Chris Davis
Waipawa
Three Waters Reform
It is abundantly clear that CHBDC will have to forego responsibilities for the service delivery of three
water functions and the management of those assets within a couple of years in favour of one of the
few service entities in New Zealand that the Government is proposing under the reforms being led
by the Department of Internal Affairs and Taumata Arowai. CHBDC will not be able to maintain the
current three waters status quo as its functions will be taken over by the new entity.
Given this there is no point embarking on new wastewater schemes or renewals programmes that
may well be overturned by decisions taken by the new entity. Consideration of scale may lead to
different options being pursued by the new entity.
In the meantime Council should not commit to new initiatives that could be overturned but would
be wise to do the best it can to ensure wastewater consent compliance without any significant new
financial expenditure. Whilst we should get on with a renewals programme it would be unwise to do
so until the outcome of the reforms is known.
The uncertainty over the reforms could be covered in the LTP as justification for holding off
expenditure in the short term until clarity over the reforms is known.
Earthquake prone buildings
It is outrageous that recently strengthened council buildings have now been deemed earthquake
prone. I acknowledge that there has been a tightening of seismic requirements following the
Christchurch and Kaikoura earthquakes but that alone shouldn’t have rendered the already
strengthened buildings as earthquake prone. There is clearly an issue with the advice given by the
Consultants and the strengthening work undertaken at that time. Council should vigorously pursue
this with the Consultants to reach a settlement over costs before embarking on any additional
investment in seismic strengthening.
District Plan
Again there is a management issue with the failure to address a statutory requirement to renew the
District Plan every 10 years. Given that the current plan is nearly 20 years old it is nearly 10 years
overdue for review; plenty of time in which it could have been attended to, so its suggests
incompetent management of the process.
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Wastewater Upgrades
The proposition that removing wastewater discharges from waterways is an absolute must for
council is wishful thinking, flawed, and unlikely to be realised.
Wastewater is primarily water so at some point it will find its way to a water course, no matter what
means of treatment process it goes through. Whilst the community may prefer to avoid discharge to
waterways the reality is somewhat different.
Discharge to land is fraught with difficulties and very expensive. It will require significant
conventional treatment facilities and processes to treat the wastewater to a stage where it could be
clean and safe enough to be irrigated on land. The disposal to land of the wastewater effluent is at
the end of the treatment process, it is not an effective treatment methodology in its own right.
The combined communities of Otane, Waipawa and Waipukurau together with the significant
amount of industrial waste, with its high BOD loading, have really outgrown the use of basic small
community oxidation ponds. More appropriate conventional treatment processes are now required
and will most certainly be the focus of the new 3 Waters entity and the water regulator, Taumata
Arowai. Council previously considered a conventional treatment scheme but it was dismissed due to
high cost and subsequently an unsuitable low technology approach was implemented, which duly
failed to do what it was supposed to do, all at a wasted cost of $10M. The result of all this is we are
now looking at a massively more expensive treatment solution to resolve the districts wastewater
issues, the cost of which is well beyond the ratepayers ability to pay, even if the cost is debt funded
as the debt servicing costs ($17.5 + $10.8M) bring the overall project cost to almost $100M. This will
be crippling for the community and is simply not sustainable for a small community like CHB.
Given that Takapau is not a huge distance further from Waipawa compared to Otane there seems
some logic in also connecting Takapau to a central treatment plant at Waipawa, thereby reducing
overall operating costs.
An issue that still needs to be addressed is the cross subsidisation of the industrial wastewater
generators who have never paid their fair share of disposal costs. They generate high BOD loadings,
much greater than residential loadings, and yet council has never charged then adequate Trade
Waste charges.
In theory avoiding discharge to waterways is a nice to have but the reality is that it doesn’t work in
practice. The treated wastewater effluent would need a massive receiving land area to
accommodate the daily effluent discharge. And even so the soils would soon become saturated and
not able to cope with additional effluent. There is only so much moisture soils can absorb before
they become water logged. Added to this is the naturally occurring rainfall which also creates
saturation, and rising water tables that prevent further soakage. Discharge of the effluent cannot be
stopped because the soils can no longer accept any more liquid without ponding or flooding. What
happens then to the effluent that can no longer be absorbed?
The inevitable situation would likely arise where the soil can no longer accept the effluent so that
surface runoff then occurs, which eventually finds its way to the nearest watercourse, thus defeating
the whole objective of no discharges to waterways.
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There is a current drive to clean up waterways in NZ so that a proposed discharge to land scheme
that is bound to fail most likely will not be supported as a sensible and viable option.
For these reasons I do not support any of the 3 options proposed. The discharge to land aspect will
not be cost effective or viable and should not be pursued. A 15 year proposal would be better,
provided it did not have the discharge to land component.
Having already wasted $10M council would not want to have the embarrassment of a failed $100M
discharge to land scheme.
As I have previously noted council would be wise to defer any wastewater decision until the
implications of the new 3 waters entity are known.
Funding Asset Replacement
As there has been no asset replacement funding such that renewals were funded as needed (usually
an urgent reactive response) this means expenditure spikes occur on an annual basis.
It is far better to have in place a planned renewal/refurbishment/replacement programme, as is
typical in the 3 waters industry. This spreads the cost over a long term, avoiding funding spikes and
providing more certainty over long term rates requirements.
Using a combination of debt and funded deprecation provides a fairer mechanism for ratepayers and
the debt funding has the advantage of intergenerational equity so the burden of cost doesn’t just fall
on current ratepayers but also accrues to future ratepayers who get the benefit of facilities already
available.
The issue with continuing to defer renewals and failing to fund depreciation is that council gets into
a reactive maintenance and repair mode that is neither cost effective nor good for service
continuity. Pipeline failures also are very disruptive and weaken road surface and subbases. A
planned renewal programme can help council get away from this disruptive /urgent repair situation.
Audit NZ takes a great deal of interest in the funding of depreciation and therefore it is surprising
that CHBDC has managed to avoid funding depreciation in the past. It’s interesting to note that Audit
NZ has refused to sign off on Wellington City’s LTP consultancy documentation because of a lack of
information about the investment needed for the city’s pipe network.
I support a variation of Option 1 whereby council implements a funded depreciation regime in
addition to debt funding where necessary and embarks on a balanced/smoothed long term asset
renewal programme that can be used to predict future levels of expenditure and hence rating
requirements. Debt funding may be necessary to make progress on the deferred renewals backlog.
Paying for Growth
It’s not clear whether the spike in growth pre 2018 will continue as predicted now that property
prices in CHB have risen dramatically in line with the experience elsewhere. These price increases
will have a dampening effect on relocations to CHB that had previously occurred due to CHBs
previously low housing costs.
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There is therefore some uncertainty over future growth in the area and any call for expanded
servicing.
The difficulty in addressing this is council’s failure to renew its District Plan which is now around 10
years overdue for renewal. If it had done so then council would have been in a position to identify
growth areas, make provision for and provide informed information about growth related
infrastructure needs.
Council is now likely to be in a catch up situation where it doesn’t have a good plan in place to
accommodate growth and identify its preferred growth areas. Growth areas are usually targeted at
locations that can readily be serviced either with new infrastructure or extensions of existing
infrastructure. Haphazard development that doesn’t conform to designated growth areas doesn’t
benefit anyone and can lead to servicing difficulties or development in areas council would not
normally wish to take place.
Most councils have a firm grasp on development areas and control this through their district plan,
hence the vital importance of an up to date District Plan. They use this to determine servicing needs
and the respective development contributions required to facilitate the servicing.
Developer contributions provide a good mechanism for funding growth related infrastructure needs.
However they need to be carefully targeted to the particular growth area and its consequential
servicing needs either as a contribution for the availability of existing services or the cost of service
upgrades to accommodate the additional loading the new development places on existing services.
A district wide uniform levy or percentage cannot be used as the levy needs to be specific to a
particular growth area and its associated servicing.
An important consideration with development contributions is that we don’t want to scare off
prospective developers when we should in fact be encouraging development and more residents to
increase our ratepayer base. A balance in objects needs to be considered. Some councils have low or
no development levies with the intention of encouraging new ratepayers to the area.
I support Option 2 in that it recognises the community good of new people coming to the district,
the expansion of the ratepayer base, economic growth, and additional housing to meet
accommodation needs. Of course the contribution should vary dependent on the impact of the new
development on existing services. A key to all this is council stipulating its preferred growth areas to
better manage impacts on existing service networks or premature service extensions.
A further consideration is infill development that may have different demands on existing services
and therefore the development levies associated with infills will be different than greenfields
development areas.
Any additional debt servicing would be offset in part by having additional ratepayers to share costs.
Option 1 does not recognise the public good and it’s too easy to say the developer should pay 100%
without thinking about the benefits new development brings.
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Fundamentally we need to be smart about promoting growth and managing the costs associated
with that development. This means very careful evaluation of the right level of development levies
to stimulate growth rather than the levies becoming a disincentive to growth.
Debt
It is prudent for council to service capital works through debt as it spreads the cost over say 20 years
and takes account of intergenerational equity. It also avoids massive rates hikes in any one year.
Current interest rates are very attractive and council should take advantage of this.
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Submission to the Longterm Plan of CHBDC
To Doug Taite
From Hans J. Dresel President of CHB Museum
Refurbishment of Toilets at the CHB Museum
These two rooms look as if they had been last refurbished just before the bank
was closed. They are used by employees, volunteers and members of the
Museum’s Committee. The major users are visitors to the museum, i.e. foreign
tourists or New Zealanders. It has to be mentioned that these facilities are
cleaned on a regular basis but this cannot hide the fact how old these facilSties
are. Any improvement would not be a waste of money and would be appreciated
by all those mentioned above.
Suggested Improvements:
Ladies’ Toilet
-

New Floor
Replace hand basin and toilet bowl
Improve window and remove the steel bars
Repair the ceiling
Paint the entire room
Add new light fitting

Men’s Toilet
-

Enlarge the room by removing added wall
Replace hand basin
New Floor which requires enlarging the Man-hole
Paint the entire room
Add a mirror
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Introduction
Council and staff are to be commended for generating a comprehensive Long Term Plan (LTP)
which identifies and seeks to address deferred infrastructure investment in our community,
spanning many decades. This problem is not confined to Central Hawkes Bay; it is a national
issue facing both our rural and metropolitan communities. Nationwide, the infrastructure
chickens are coming home to roost.
Having identified our urgent infrastructure needs, the question arises: “how to pay”? The LTP
recommends a mix of debt and rate rises:
•

I do not support the proposed rate increases, which are too high and will unfairly
burden ratepayers who are already under rates pressure, and are heading into a decade
of Covid-driven economic uncertainty, and a housing bubble ready to burst;

•

Concerning infrastructure upgrades, I support option 4 to halt the upgrades and seek
an alternative funding avenue before continuing; and

•

As a contingency, in the event that alternative funding is not secured, I support the
leveraging of the Council’s balance sheet to acquire more debt to undertake priority
projects, which can be amortised over a longer period.
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Council have a relatively healthy balance sheet, with around $20 million of current debt, giving it
around 60% net debt to revenue, on projected income of $33.7 million (2020/21). If council
becomes a Tier One Council with the Local Government Funding Agency it can borrow up to
$250% of revenue, and recommends revising its Treasury Policy to allow borrowing up to a
lesser ratio of 200%. This would allow borrowing of up to $67 million, or a trebling of current
debt. Therefore, council has the headroom to considerably increase its borrowing at a
favourable rate, and I support this occurring as an alternative to raising rates by the amounts
recommended in the LTP.
1) Central Government’s role in addressing national infrastructure deficit
Central Hawkes Bay, like all provincial districts across Aotearoa, does not – and can never have –
the economies of scale (i.e. ratepayer base) to fund the now apparent infrastructure upgrades
and renewals. Our district is particularly burdened by its geographical spread and dispersed
population, requiring maintenance of a roading network of 1,264 kilometres which is projected
to consume 23% of the rates budget in the next decade. It is unacceptable that the NZ
Transport Agency (NZTA) subsidy for the operation and upkeep of local road networks is
forecast to fall from the current 61%, to 59%.
The well-considered options presented in this Long Term Plan to fund Central Hawkes Bay’s
infrastructure deficit have arguabkly been superseded by recent announcements from central
government. That is, as central government increasingly recognise the financial burden on local
bodies to maintain and renew both three waters and housing infrastructure, funding is being
announced. I refer to (i) the allocation in July 2020 of $761 million to local councils for upgrade
work, as part of the Three Waters Reform, of which Council have secured $11 million, and (ii)
the March 2021 announcement of a $3.8 billion infrastructure grant to support new housing, as
part of the Housing Acceleration Fund.
These tranches will certainly be followed by further grants as central government, to their
credit, recognise this malaise the country finds itself in. Housing Minster Megan Woods
publically concedes that Aoteaora’s housing market is ‘broken’, the result of ‘clear market
failure’. The Department of Internal Affairs estimate that Aoteoroa’s beleaguered water
systems could require $100 billion investment over the next 30-40 years. We know that
additional investment is to be announced over the period of a 3-year Three Water Reform
programme, and it is likely that further funding for housing infrastructure will also materialise.
The need is great, and further infrastructure investment from central government will need to
be correspondingly great.
To secure additional central government funding in the immediate term, it seems desirable that
Council sign up to the Three Water Reform programme, with the likely outcome being the
transfer of water assets and associated debt in 2023/24. As a result Council will not need to
substantially borrow any further funds for the implementation of Central Hawkes Bay’s three
waters upgrades.
In short, I believe that central government are now stepping up to fund our national
infrastructure deficit and these grants, like Central Hawkes Bay’s leaking water pipes, will
continue to gush for the foreseeable future. However, given the scale of the problem, this will
require new taxes on wealth to spread the load. The Ardern Labour Government has ruled out
taxes on capital gains, land and wealth. Yet, they have a historical voter mandate to write new
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rules in the best interests of the whole country: our minsters need to hear the grass roots voices
of distressed rate payers, and Council can be that conduit, by way of lobbying individual
ministers, and by ratcheting up the collective voice of Local Government Association. I wish to
present this case in more detail in my oral submission.
2) Wastewater Upgrades
Council propose building an integrated treatment and discharge wastewater system for the
townships of Otane, Waipawa and Waipukurau, which will irrigate to a single land site. This is
an exciting concept, and I fully support and commend Council for their enlightened promotion
of land based effluent disposal. The proposed engineering solutions have apparently been
worked on for several years; however, there is no detail in the LTP about what these are? More
transparency and better communication is required concerning the preferred system.
The most environmentally friendly engineering solutions should be adopted, with cost a
secondary consideration. I submitted in the 2016-2017 Annual Plan in favour of implementing a
Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR) system on grounds of operational flexibility (i.e. able to be
modified depending on influent and effluent requirement) and low footprint. As far as I am
aware, the SBR system remains best practice technology.
Council’s budget for this, along with other work to Porangahau, Te Paerahi and Takapau, is
$68.2 million over 10 years (i.e. 24% of projected capex of $288 million). This is a substantial
amount, and not within the capacity of Central Hawkes Bay ratepayers to finance.
Yet, the work is an immediate and absolute priority. Our waterways, already under
unsustainable ecological pressure, demand an effective solution that will create an
environmentally sustainable legacy for future generations. Further, it is unfair that the rural
agricultural enterprises in our district are being regulated as to discharges into waterways,
under the HB Regional Council’s Plan Change 6, while the towns continue to discharge unsafe
levels of ammonia into our main rivers.
This work needs to commence as soon as possible, ideally within the next 2-3 years. Council’s
options for either a 10 year or 15 year build are untenable. A business case should be finalised
and presented to both the local government and environment ministers, with a request for
funding, possibly under the next tranche of Three Water Reform funding. If an in-principle
agreement can be obtained, a loan can be secured to commence work immediately, until the
finalisation and release of funding.
3) Funding Asset Replacement
Council propose a 5 year programme to ‘catch up’ on deferred maintenance of our community
assets by way of renewals and upgrades, at a cost of $22.4 million over 10 years (i.e. 8% of
projected capex of $288 million). This expenditure will initially be funded by debt over the next
5 years, after which time rates will fund infrastructure renewal. The requirement to replace
25% of our drinking water and 40% of our waste water pipes features prominently in this work.
I agree that this work is urgent, and that it is not cost effective to throw good money after bad
to repair infrastructure that is past its effective lifespan. However, as submitted above, I favour
the status quo (i.e. defer renewals and upgrades) until the outcome of lobbying central
government to contribute to this work is known. If unsuccessful, then debt should be utilised
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beyond the proposed 5 year period: the proposed 12.8 % and 13.1% rate increases in years 5
and 6 of the LTP are not sustainable for ratepayers.
4) Rubbish and Recycling Services
Council’s goal under its Waste Management and Minimisation Plan (WMMP) is to increase
recycling. The LTP proposals include the introduction of wheelie bins in the towns, and three
separate recycle crates for glass, cardboard, and tins and plastics. I support both this direction
towards more recycling, and the above initiatives.
In particular, it makes sense that Council leverage from the economies of scale achievable from
funding a municipal-wide kerbside wheelie bin collection. This is cost-effective for ratepayers: I
currently incur c.$500 p.a. for weekly wheelie bin collection, as compared to the budgeted $41
p.a increase in the refuse collection targeted rate.
I oppose any increase in charges to dump household refuse at transfer stations. The idea that
this might increase incentives to recycle, thereby reducing average size of refuse deposits, is
debatable. If sufficient opportunities to deposit recycled material are provided, along with an
education campaign, then ratepayers will generally respond to this.
Increased transfer station charges are a further impost on ratepayers, and will likely have the
opposite effect on our environment to that intended, as more people deposit rubbish in public
places, an ongoing issue along our river banks. I propose the opposite; namely that transfer
station charges be reduced for household refuse, with greenwaste free. This would reduce
irresponsible dumping in public spaces. These services could be subsided by way of ‘recycle
shops’ which would sort, repair and sell recyclable goods, while greenwaste could be composted
and sold. I commend council for including this as an option in the WMMP, and implore them to
explore it further.
It is not apparent what the projected life of Council’s landfill is; however, it seems counterintuitive to be filling this repository with 5,000 tonnes (42% of total waste) annually from
Tararua and other districts. This seems short-term thinking, as surely the immediate-term
income from fees is off-set by increased operational costs and depreciation, which Council are
not currently budgeting for? Further, this additional waste is generating proportionately more
leachate which is currently being trucked to Council’s Waipukurau and Waipawa wastewater
ponds, at both cost in transportation, and additional load on our inadequate treatment systems.
Concerning the planned leachate irrigation system, more transparency and better
communication about this system is required.
5) Financial contribution from those causing growth
Council present two options to pay for the infrastructure required to meet an estimated
population influx of c.4,000 residents over the next decade: a 100% Development Contribution
(DC) levy, or a lesser 25% DC levy.
I do not support a levy on new developments, on grounds that this cost (i) will deter new
development, (ii) is an impost on new home buyers or renters, and (iii) if rated accordingly, new
home owners will more than pay for the required infrastructure over the course of their ratepaying life. The eye of an unprecedented housing crisis storm is not the setting to be deterring
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new housing investment, and the goal of both central and local governments should be to
increase accommodation options, and affordability.
Provision of infrastructure for housing in Aotearoa was historically the preserve of central
government, up until the advent of the Public Finance Act 1989, the Resource Management Act
1991, and local government reforms from this period. Up until that point, infrastructure costs
were spread across ratepayers and tax payers, with depreciation and new builds able to be
funded from this larger resource pool.
As with most of the neo-liberal experiments from this period these hastily implemented
reforms, which passed responsibility for infrastructure costs to future residents, ratepayers and
tax payers, have not delivered, and we have come full circle to where we must now reach out to
central government to address the deficit.
6) Comments on other Council initiatives
6.a
Parks, reserves, walkways and cycleways
Council and staff are to be commended on their maintenance of Central Hawkes Bay’s
recreational areas and parks, and their aspiration to add to this pool of public spaces. The
limestone surfacing of sections of the stop bank and the implementation of the cycle trails is an
incredible enhancement to the district’s outdoor amenities, which promotes exercise, healthy
lifestyles, and creates a point of difference for CHB. The work currently being undertaken at
Hunter Park is another enhancement of a local amenity that will greatly increase the quality of
lifestyle for locals.
The partnership model between council and other government entities and businesses has
proven to be a successful means to leverage council resources, and provides a model to utilise
for the future.
Additional projects that could be undertaken as funding opportunities present are the sealing of
Lindsay Road, to Otaia Scenic Reserve, sealing of the carpark area, and provision of shelter and
picnic amenities at the entrance to the bush. The concrete cycleway originally planned to run
along the entire shoulder of State Highway 2 between Waipukurau, Waipawa and Otane should
also be resurrected. This would become a commuter trial, especially with the increasingly
popular use of electric bikes, that would alleviate highway congestion and promote healthy
lifestyles.
6.b

Future Housing Development

In terms of future housing expansion, Council’s Integrated Spatial Plan 2020-2050 concentrates
on projected growth in our main towns, and confines greenfield housing development to the
periphery of existing town boundaries. Unfortunately, the plan does not address the urban
sprawl Central Hawkes Bay is currently experiencing, driven by those seeking lifestyle blocks.
This is a very inefficient housing scenario, with high costs for establishment and maintenance of
services, and a large environmental footprint in terms of encroachment on productive land and
increased vehicle use.
I recommend an investigation into the feasibility of promoting housing development and
rezoning along the corridor of State Highway 2 between Waipukurau, Waipawa and Otane. The
environmental efficiencies and lifestyle benefits of this concept of a ‘linier city’ have recently
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received much press in relation to Saudi Arabia’s plan to build such a city as part of that county’s
Neom project. Spanning a 170 km line, this city will have no cars or streets, abundant green
spaces, with all residents residing within walkable distance of essential facilities. There seems
no reason why this concept could not be achieved over time, with planning, on a much smaller
scale here in Central Hawkes Bay.
6.c

Urban Development (Ruataniwha Street, Waipukurau)

I note that the Integrated Spatial Plan 2020-2050 (ISP) includes in its Action Plan for Waipukurau
the possibility of decommissioning Ruataniwha Street as State Highway 2, with the prospect of
upgrading and confirming the bypass route along Peel Street and Bogle Brothers Esplanade. The
stated purpose of this proposal is to more easily close off the street for events. I fully support
this initiative, and envisage this as being a first step towards developing a pedestrian friendly
mall-precinct similar to Emerson Street in Napier, or Eat Street in Rotorua. Many buildings along
Ruataniwha street are now earthquake-vulnerable and near the end of their construction life,
and are uneconomical to repair. Council might consider planning and consenting for
replacement buildings of modern open-space configuration, that would over time expand on
the mall concept.
The ISP also introduces the possibility of replacing the trees along Ruataniwha Street to improve
the streetscape and open space. This concept was a feature of the 2018-2028 Long Term Plan. I
submitted then that the existing trees had suffered from lack of regular pruning maintenance,
and questioned which department of Council had been negligent in this regard? Shortly
afterwards the trees received a prune; however, have not been pruned since.

2018

2021

If the trees are to be replaced, I would support plantings of a suitable native species. For
instance, there are species of Golden Totara which do not grow to usual height, and which
would in time create a spectacular and unique feature for Ruataniwha Street.
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6.d

Economic Development

There is currently a ‘wall of wood’ passing through Central Hawkes Bay on heavy truck and
trailer units, on its way to Napier Port. This creates road congestion and safety issues, costs tax
payers who assume most of the cost of highway maintenance, and contributes to climate
change. Harvesting of local forests is projected to continue for some years to come, and
represents an opportunity.
Firstly, Council might explore with partner agencies like NZTA and Kiwirail the feasibility of
constructing a railhead on the vacant Kiwirail (Crown) land adjacent to James Street,
Waipukurau, for transhipment of logs to rail. This would create local jobs, and alleviate the
environmental and other costs cited above.
Secondly, the 4.6 hectares vacant land site on the western side of James Street (the old sale
yards) represents a development opportunity, and a saw mill could value-add to the whole logs
that currently pass by on their way to our port, and on to China. If a land purchase was able to
concluded, such an enterprise could be attracted with local and central government incentives.
A local saw mill is not a new idea: there was for many years one on the corner of Takapau Road
and Hatumu Road operated by then-Carter Holt, and Watts to Mill currently operate a smaller
scale mill adjacent to this site.
The Sequal mill, near Kawerau, offers a potential business model. The mill is owned by four Bay
of Plenty families and employs 80 people. It is the only sawmill in New Zealand that focuses on
processing utility grade logs, competing specifically with the same logs currently being shipped
to China. It processes the timber in bulk for customers in 20 countries, which then turn it into
finished products such as furniture. David Turner (executive director) states that “there should
be 10 businesses like Sequal in New Zealand”; however, that central government incentives and
policy settings are needed.
Further value-adding could occur if a local enterprise could be attracted to utilise processed
timber to build prefabricated houses, thereby creating jobs and helping to address the current
housing crisis.
Summary
The central proposition of this submission has been that local government has, since the
reforms of the mid-1980s, been increasingly left to fund its own infrastructure and growth, and
its inability to do so is now apparent in the form of a nationwide infrastructure deficit. This has
occurred under a “user pays” philosophy which; however, fails to recognise that where users do
not have the economies of scale to pay, Aotearoa as a nation suffers.
There is currently a political shift away from this thinking, towards a philosophy of the national
good, as exemplified by the national infrastructure funding announcements cited above.
I therefore support the various options in the LTP to defer the required infrastructure projects,
and to implement lesser rate increase in line with the Consumer Price Index. Local ratepayers
are already burdened with high rates, and we are in uncertain times.
I instead implore Council to capitalise on the momentum towards more central government
assistance, and to be the voice of ratepayers at the table of central government. This district
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has shown it has the political nous to do so, as exemplified by the recent appointment of both
our Mayor and CEO to the joint Three Waters Steering Committee, which is a high accolade, and
the securing of $50 million external funding for the region.
Just as we in Central Hawkes Bay thrive when we work together, so does Aotearoa when it pools
its resources as a nation.
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